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Two astronauts prepare for encore spacewalk
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fta. (AP) Two Challenger astronauts refueled
their backpacks yesterday for an encon venture into open space, while
officials on the ground worried that
raia and clouds might prevent the
first Florida shuttle landing on Saturday.

astronauts joked they might fight for
the chance "to share all the good
deals."
President Reagan will telephone
the astronauts at 10:25 a.m. today
from his ranch near Santa Barbara,
Calif., deputy White House press secretary Larry Speakes said. Speakes
said McCandless and Stewart "will be
Mission Control told the crew that outside their spacecraft" when they
"you're the talk of the world" after receive the call.
the spectacular excursion that Bruce
The five Americans weren't the
McCandless and Robert Stewart only humans orbiting the Earth; the
made into space Tuesday with no rope Soviet Union launched a Soyuz spaceto anchor them to the shuttle.
craft carrying three cosmonauts to its
McCandless and Stewart are sched- Salyut-7 space station.
uled for a second walk beginning at 6
The North American Aerospace
a.m. EST today, but their three fellow Defense Command said the Soviets

were separated from the shuttle by
only 575 miles. Once before a shuttle
and a manned Soviet ship passed
within 12 miles of each other, but the
Americans did not see the cosmonauts.
Commander Vance Brand reported
yesterday that everyone on the shuttle "is feeling on top of the world."
Challenger pilot Robert Gibson,
who is rarely heard to speak from
space, told Ross that "We talked it
over on board and we decided that in
order to share all the good deals,
Vance and I get to go outside tomorrow."
But Brand added that the fifth
crewman, Ronald McNair, "says he's

to fight all of us to go outside
rrow. I think he's tougher than
any of us; we may have to listen to
him."
YESTERDAY WAS a light day for
the astronauts. McCandless and Stewart checked out the pressurized suits
they wear outside the cabin and refilled them with supplies. Their
Manned Maneuvering Units, in the
cargo bay, were hooked to lines that
filled them with the nitrogen gas that
propels the astronauts in free flight.
The second space walk is a rehearsal for the next shuttle mission in
April when two astronauts will bring
in the malfunctioning Solar Max sa-

tellite for repair in the Challenger
cargo bay.
Because Solar Max is spinning
slowly, McCandless will try to hook a
capture device onto a matching part
being rotated slowly at the end of the
shuttle's robot arm. The attempt is to
see whether he can match the speed of
the satellite; he will not use Ms gas
jets today to stabilize the turning part
as will the astronaut who does the real
thing.
Weather officials reported a storm
front is heading this way from the
Gulf of Mexico, and if a high front to
the north does not pull it that direc-

tion, it could bring rain and clouds to
this area at the planned 7:21 a.m. EST
touchdown time Saturday.
NASA would like to start landing
shuttles here instead of in California
to save money and cut down turnaround time between launches. To
achieve that goal on this flight, the
agency said if would keep the Challenger crew in space an extra day and
land here Sunday morning.
After that there are no daylight
touchdown opportunities here for several days, so the shuttle would be
diverted to Edwards Air Force Base,
Calif. The weather prediction for a
Sunday landing is good.

RAP El An unreported crime
by Moray Grand*
staff reporter

According to Bruce Hof, a former
Public Safety officer, date or acquaintance rape, when victims know
Editor's note This is the first ol a two-part their attacker, is the most difficult for
series dealing with rape Tomorrow's females to talk about.
story deals with what a victim ot on Because of the fear and embarrassassault or rape goes through it they go ment, only one in 10 rapes are reported, statistics show.
to the police.
Laura and Denise cleared up other
"I never thought it would happen to misconceptions and presented facts
me."
about rape:
"It" is rape. This reaction is nearly •Rape is an act of violence and aga cliche since it is usually the first gression; the purpose is to humiliate
statement a victim utters after being and degrade their victims; it is not a
sexual crime.
hi presentation on rape aware- •Rapists come from varied backness given in McDonald North main grounds: rich, poor, educated, unedulounge Tuesday evening, counselors cated.
Laura and Denise from The Link •50 percent of the rapes occur in the
crisis intervention center, cleared up victim's home.
myths about rape, offered preventive •50 percent of the victims know their
measures and stressed the impor- attackers.
tance of going for help and where this •In most rapes, the attacker never
help can be sought.
completes the sexual act. "There is
One of the myths Laura and Denise usually no penetration," Denise said.
•BJfBMtod was that no one U imBOB HEPBURN, director of The
mune to rape.
Link, said in a six-month period,
"It could happen to anyone. Poten- (between June and November), The
tial victims are not just women who Link received 17 calls concerning
areas sleexy and walk in dark allies, rape cases.
"But one thing I have to caution
or young women. Older women have
been raped. And victims are not lust about, is that many of these calls are
women. Older men and male babies overlapping. They have to do with the
same case. The victim will call, and
hare been raped," Laura said.
At the University, there has been then maybe her boyfriend will call for
one reported incidence of rape since help.
''Still, these calls prove there is a
the school year began. However, this
figure does not include the number of substantial amount of activity out
women who have been assaulted. Nor there that is not being reported to the
does it include the number of rapes police, and it should be, he added.
Linda McCool, a Bowling Green city
and assaults on campus that go unregwted.,i according to Laura and Den- police officer, said the best way to
prevent rape is to avoid it. There are
several preventive measures to take
MANY OF THESE unreported inci- in avoiding rape.
"If you are coming home at night,
dents include date rapes, Denise said.
The slides portrayed a victim who call the escort service. But if you
had been playing backgammon in her must walk alone at night, walk in the
room with her date, when suddenly he middle of the street when there are no
seized her and held her down on the cars coming." Denise said. "Don't
walk near the graveyard. It's the
bed.

worst spot on campus. When you are
walking, carry your keys between
your index and your middle finger for
self-defense purposes. Don't be afraid
to hurt him; he wants to hurt you. If
you are being attacked, yell 'fire' not
'rape.' And remember to lock your
doors at night."
DENISE AND LAURA also talked
about what to do if a person is raped.
"Report it to the police. They are
more understanding than people
think. Go to the hospital. Don't wash
or change clothes, because your body
and clothes may contain evidence
that you have been raped," Laura
said.
At the hospital, venereal disease
tests and pregnancy tests will be
conducted, not to see if one is pregnant from the rape, but was pregnant
beforehand, Denise said.
"We (Link volunteers) will accompany victims to the hospital, If they
oWre," Denis, said.
In fact. Link volunteers, who are
available 24 hours a day and 365 days
a year, will perform many services
for victims besides short-term counseling for which they are noted.
"We will talk to boyfriends, friends,
family, not Just the victim, because
rape affects everyone and angry feelings must be aired, and people can
call in anonymously. Our outreach
teams will go wherever the person
seeking help requests. We will come
to people's rooms if they ask, and then
refer them to other counseling centers," Denise said.
In addition, there are many places
available for counseling besides The
Link:
•Counseling 4 Career Development
Center, 320 Student Services Building.
(for BGSU students only) 372-2081.
•Family Services of Greater Toledo,
Wood County Office, 130 S. Main
Street, 352-4624.
•Mental Health Center of Wood
County, 1010 N. Prospect, 352-5249.

Interest high to raise drinking age

Bills seek to halt under-age drinkers
WASHINGTON (AP) -The highway
death toll »nyg young drinking driven, especially under-age youngsters
who cross state borders to drink legally, is the target of scores of bills in
state legislatures that are aimed at
raising the legal drinking age.

urged in December after an 18-month
study that Congress set a legal drinking age of 21 and cut federal highway
funds to a state that fails to enforce it.
"There is evidence of a direct correlation between the minimum drinking age and alcohol-related crashes
among the age groups affected," the
panel said.
The National Safety Council in Chicago estimates about half the 46,000
traffic deaths in the United States in
1962 were alcohol-related. A report by
the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration found eight states that
raised the legal drinking age showed
an average 28 percent annual reduction in nighttime fatal accidents involving drivers aged 18 to 21.

"There is a tremendous amount of
interest in raising the drinking age
throughout the country," said John
Moulden of the National Transportation Safety Board as he scanned a
computer print-out of alcohol-related
legislation being debated across the
country.
He estima tes more than 200 proposals have been introduced in various
state legislatures.
The problem of teen-age drinking
was dtod by President Reagan's comIn West Virginia, Gov. John D.
mission on drunken driving, which Rockefeller IV says his primary legis-

lative goal for the year is to raise his
state's legal drinking age of 19 for
residents. Hearings on the proposal
are to begin today in the state Legislature.
Gov. Richard Snelling of Vermont,
which has kept the legal drinking age
at 18 since 1171, opposes raising the
age to 21. He said the solution to
drunken driving among teen-agers is
improved education and better enforcement of drunken driving laws.
Snelling says driving deaths have
decreased in Vermont.
Although Congress is taking steps
to set a nationwide minimum legal
drinking age of 21, Moulden said,
state laws are "much more likely to
be enforced."

—the bottom line

Mayor
wants
mares

COLUMBUS (AP) - Mayor Dana
Rinehart said yesterday he would
establish a mounted patrol in the
downtown area as soon as he figures
out how to do It cheaply.
"I Just think it would be a real
addition in character to have a
mounted patrol," Rinehart said.
Police Chief Dwight Joseph said he
would ask Ohio State University to
provide veterinary services and the
Columbus Zoo to donate food. Rine-

hart said be would ask someone to
donate the horses.
"The idea is to establish a mounted
patrol without digging into the taxpayers' wallets or at least doing it at
the least possible cost," Rinehart
said.
Joseph said he plans to place four to
six horses downtown during daylight
hours.
Columbus did away with mounted
patrols in 1930, according to the Police
Division's official history.

bg news staff/Sue Cross

Looking for Freud

Ever look for a book at the University and found that it is not available? The OCLC (Online Computer
Library Center) terminal is a link to approximately 4,000 libraries in all 50 states and a few foreign
countries. This service enabled John Biltz. a graduate studying English, to find "Interpretations of
Dreams" by Slgmund Freud with the help of reference librarian Bob Heidler, who was conducting a
research seminar for OCLC. Watching the procedure are Betty Aukerman, Yu Baozhu, and Eldon Snyder
who also attended the seminar.

The Beatles remain popular
by Mike Mclnfyro
staff reporter

Twenty years ago Tuesday, four
young English musicians stepped off
a plane at John F. Kennedy Airport.
Two days later, Feb. 9, 1964, the
Beatles shocked the nation as they
appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show
with their moppy haircuts and unique
rock music.
According to Richard James, assistant professor of musical arts, the
Beatles are the single biggest thing
ever to happen to rock & roll.
"The Beatles had nothing short of a
profound influence on the music industry and on the culture of young
people," James said. "I defy you to
come up with too many groups that
match the success of the Beatles in
the 1960s. The Rolling Stones are the
only ones who come close."
James said the Beatles' first American tour was made in part to increase
their record collection.
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"The Beatles grew right out of the
tradition of the '50s. They were avid
collectors of rhythm and blues and
country-western albums," James
said. ''In fact, their first trip was a
way for them to buy collectors' records that couldn't be imported. They
only expected to break even on the
tour."
Many people often wonder why the
Beatles had such mass appeal. James
said it is a combination of two things.
"The Beatles were the first nonAmerican group to make it in the U.S.
The reason they made it is the classic,
right people at the right place and the
right time. The U.S. was recovering
from the assassination of Kennedy in
1964 and all of the major 50's rock
stars were off the scene/' James said.
"Elvis was in the Army, Chuck Berry
was in jail, and Little Richard was on
a religious kick."
"THE SECOND REASON for their
great success was that they were the
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first group to be sold by modern
merchandizing technology. Capitol
records spent $50,000 on mass promotion," be said.
Their popularity and wealth freed
them to be creative, James added.
"Basically the Beatles were damn
good. They had the creativity to go
somewhere once they became famous," he said.
"The Beatles did not start the high
drug use of the '60s, they were merely
a part of it. When they became popular they had the Midas touch; anything they touched turned to gold,"
James said. "You could say they
changed drug use from common to
extremely common."
Today, according to Guy Wilcox,
manager of Finders Records k Tapes,
128 N. Main, Beatles items are stfila
good seller.
"Beatles products including LPa
and tapes are a constant seller. I cant
say they are a hot item but they do sell
steadily," he said.

weather

•Cabbage patch dolls step aside; the
latest import from Canada, Trivia
Pursuit, is crashing the country. Page
•The University women's basketball
team won big against Kent State but
the men's basketball team suffered
it's sixth MAC loss this season. Pages
8.9.

Sunny today a high near 40.
Increasing cloudiness tonight a
taw near 25
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Nothing
bothersme
anymore
—editorial—
Overturn court order
x\ federal court in Washington, in an attempt to remedy the
disparity of pay scales between the sexes, recently abandoned the "equal pay for equal work" standard and went to a
new standard of "comparable worth." This new standard
states that fields which are dominated gby one sex and are of
"comparable worth" to fields dominated by another should
receive equal pay. In an ideal situation, the decision seems
like a good remedy to the problem of unequal pay scales. But
on a practical level, the idea falls short.
Present statistics show that women earn up to 40 cents less
on the dollar than men and that fields traditionally dominated by women tend to get lower pay than those traditionally dominated by men. It appears the court based part of its
opinion on these factors.
But the court doesn't look at factors such as a women's
tendency to work fewer years of her life. Nor do they seem to
realize that the trend of men dominating the higher paying
fields is reversing.
On a national scale, recent figures show that 33 percent of
women received law degrees and 23 percent received medical degrees. Although happening slowly, it appears the
market is correcting the wage problem itself.
And it should be left up to the market to correct the
disparity. The ambiguity of the words "comparable worth"
threatens to unlock a number of problems. Who is to decide
which fields are comparable to eacbother and what certsom
lobs are worth in dollars? Who can consider himself or
herself capable to judge "comparable worth?" Is a steelworker equal to a teacher or is that teacher more comparable to a truck driver. The many variables involved, such as
education level, hours of work, mental stress involved with
the lob, and future consequences of the work, demand a great
deal of latitude in decision-making that would be difficult to
judge. .
The original criteria of equal pay for equal work guided by
the free market is more practical and functional in our
society. The new standard would cause more problems than
it is worth.
The Justice Department and the State of Washington have
indicated that they intend to appeal the decision, and rightfully so. The market, coupled with the movement of women
into non-traditional fields, will be a much better way to
correct the disparity between pay. Thus, the recent decision
should be overturned.

letters

cial effort to keep BGSU a safe
and healthy place to live and work
Some good pointers for and learn. There is much we can
do to reduce the opportunity for
crime prevention week crime
to occur:
1. When walking on or off camFebruary 12-18, 1964 is Crime pus at night use the "buddy sysPrevention Week. This is de- tem," and walk with a friend.
signed to raise our level of con2. Let friends know where you
sciousness about crime and to are going, how you're getting
suggest that we take specific ac- there, ana when you'll be back.
3. Walk in lighted, well-traveled
tions which reduce criminal activity
areas.
~
There are two essential el4. Use the escort service, phone
ements which must exist for 24380.
crime to occur: opportunity and
5. Lock your room or apartment
intent. Often, intent surfaces whenever you leave it or go to
spontaneously with opportunity, sleep.
6. Never leave personal propand we all are the unfortunate
victims.
erty unattended.
Each of us is responsible for
7. Secure your bike to a rack.
personal safety and security.
8. Lock your car, and put valuEach of us needs to make a spe- ables in your trunk.

Attention All Students
The BG News and the Undergraduate Student Government (USG) are
conducting a reader's survey concerning student attitudes on Spring
Commencement. Listed below are two plans under review for Spring
graduation. We urge all students to fill out a survey form.
Please vote for ONE plan.

PLAN A

Plan A has been proposed by the Administration to
ensure greater efficiency for the graduation exercises'
This plan would have graduation held In Anderson Arena
at three separate times by colleges:
8:30 am — College of Business
12:15 pm — Colleges of Arts & Sciences,
Musical Arts

3:30 pm — Colleges of Education. Health &
Community Services, Flrelands campus and the
School of Technology

PLANB

Plan B would keep graduation exercises held in Doyt
Perry field with students seated by colleges, but receiving
their diplomas at the same time.

NAME.
YEAR
COLLEGE.
SUGGESTED ALTERNATIVES.

Information Booth
University Union

Mark Di Vlncenzo, a staff reporter for the News, is a senior
Journalism major from Seven
Wlls, Ohio.
When I started going to college,
I started to change. Nothing surprises me anymore. Nothing
shocks me anymore. I'm more
laidback now. I'm more apathetic
now.
And I like the feeling.
I realized my state of mind had
become more relaxed when a
cockroach about the size of a
quarter sprinted out of my food
cupboard. I didn't blink an eye.
What could I do? Cockroaches
have inhabitied the world for over
20 million years, biologists say;
killing one does mankind no good.
And after all, the little guy was
leaving the cupboard; he had already eaten; it was too late to get
my food back, right?

• I don't care about Fonzie on
"Happy Days." Fonzie was cool
when I was in the eighth grade.
He's a wimp now. I would put my
money on Potsie if he ever fought
"the Fonz."
• I don't care if the Ohio State
football team wins. Now I know I
really must be apathetic because.
at one time, I lived, ate and
breathed OSU football. I think it
has something to do with Earle
Bruce, their football coach; he's a
little on the dull side. But Woody

Hayes was the OSU football
coach; his body is shaped like a
buckeye.
• I don't care where the beef is,
"Wendy's." Old people are always complaining about something, anyway; ever since the
Depression, they're never satisfied with anything anymore. And
you get what you pay for, right?
• I don't care if the three remaining "Beatles" ever get back
together and perform. I haven't
liked them since the "Rubber
Soul" album came out.
• I don't care if the clothes I
wear are color coordinated. I
blame that on my mother. Too
much nagging. Besides, sweats
and jeans seem to go along well
with most of mv clothes.

• I don't care about Brooke
Shields, Michael Jackson, Joan
Collins, O.J. Simpson, Barry Manilow, Ronald Reagan, Nancy
Reagan, Mr. T, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Eva Gabor. Phil Donahue, Billy
Martin, Perry Como, Clint
Eastwood, Alan Alda
The way I figure it, I can be
apathetic and get along okay in
this world. I went to college because I knew I needed training in
order to successfully pursue a
journalistic career. And journalists aren't allowed to care about
they have to be objec-

Anyway, I don't care about anything anymore. The rest of this
column is a list of other things I
don't care about. So tolerate me.
if you will. And if you care about
anything I don't care about, feel
free to write me and tell me about
it: c/o The BG News/106 University Hall.
• I don't care if the Russians
nuke us. If they push the button,
they push the button. I suppose if
they do, 111 Just grab a beer, pull
up a chair, sit back and watch.
• I don't care who becomes the
President of the United States. I
used to care; I cared before I
learned my former hero, Abe Lincoln, was a bisexual. A history

9. Report crimes and suspicious
activity, day or night, to University Police. Our number on campus is 2-2346.
10. Get involved. Let those who
are inclined to commit crimes
know that it will not be tolerated
at BGSU!
Clearly, the Department of Public Safety can't prevent all
crimes; however, with help from
students, faculty and staff, the
opportunity for criminal activity
to occur can be significantly reduced and a safe and secure campus can be maintained.
William ft Bats
Director, Public Safety

Unified effort needed
to prevent assaults
The Feb. 2 BG News Editorial
"Help Prevent Rape," deals with an
important and urgent issue. The press
is full of accounts of rapes in cities
like Toledo and Detroit. Now, even
Green, a seemingly quiet
al town, is becoming some[ of a jungle.
AH suggestions listed in the editorial are valid and sensible. One has,
however, to bear in mind that the
victim cannot be blamed for the
crime. The safety and well-being of
any member of any community is the
responsibility of that community. We
ARE our brother's keepers.
Young women, who come here to
study, expect to be reasonably safe.
They are not Before the safety at
BGSU is improved, they themselves

Clear Views
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should take every precaution against
being attacked. It seems that most
men are fairly indifferent to the problem, but if one asks them: "How
would you feel if the next victim was
your sister, your wife, your sweetheart, your classmate?'' - they immediately display anger and outrage.
Some people ask: "What was she (the
rape victim) doing there, all alone,
anyway?" Precisely: she should not
have been alone, SOMEBODY should
have been there to protect ber. And
"there" means any place on the campus (Including the sidewalk in front of
the Union) and adjoining streets.
Obviously, Public Safety cannot
handle the problem, since they are
understaffed. But volunteers could be
recruited to patrol the campus and
vicinity, where most assaults occur. I
see no reason why women themselves
should not participate. Patrolling on
foot or in cars might be more effective
than the escort service. High crime
districts of many cities (including
Toledo) organize neighborhood watch
programs, and they work. The University is over 17,000 strong - the size
of a little town. The thugs that pose
problems are not many. Our community can certainly protect itself effectively.
The editorial urges several associations to get involved. I suggest that we
all get involved: students of both
sexes, faculty, aoministrators. Student body has the right to look for help
to people in decision-making positions; let them show some leadership.
Public Safety, Faculty Senate, Students' Government, all organizations,
Women's Caucus, AAUP, in fact every decent human being should get
involved. After all, we do not want to
live in a jungle. Anyone has the right
to move freely in the Land of the Free.
Stefanla B. Frank
Asaoc. Prof., Language Laboratory

It was a different time when I was
Student Government President at
Bowling Green State University
(1974). Government and the values
and standards by which it functioned,
on campus to the White House, were
being questioned, analyzed and challenged. It was a stimulating time.
Vietnam, rising black and ethnic
consciousness, the awakening Women's Movement, Kent State, Watergate - all of these issues prompted
intense discussion about the role of
government in society and the world,
and of the power of the individual to
cause change. Students and faculty
were more moralistic and maybe
somewhat unrealistic, but we could
see positive changes occurring, and
that in itself was reward.
Universities have historically been
the weUspring of intellectual curiosity
and political activism. However, even
a casual reading of the newspapers or
the briefest of discussions with most
students today points up a fundamental shift in attitudes and perspectives.
The idealism seems gone, but I'd like
to think the desire to make society
and the world a better place is only
dormant, waiting to be kindled, as
President Kennedy did after the conservative, materially oriented generation of the 50's.
I am certain that some, perhaps
many of you, are concerned about the
future of this society and, if you will,
your place in it Indeed, you do have
the ability to make change, if you will
only make the effort.
I'm writing today to enlist your help
in making our society less indifferent
to violence and actually to lessen the
possiblity of violence. I'm writing

about handgun control It is a damning state of affairs when more people
are killed each year in Los Angeles
alone than in the Common Market and
Japan combined.
Currently, there are bills in the Ohio
House and Senate (H.B. 322 and S.B.
175) which need your support. By
organizing in the University, your
families and the surrounding community to make your concerns known,
you will unquestionably create pressure to generate the votes necessary
for passage. The bills which are supported by the Handgun Control Federation of Ohio (see enclosed Policy
Statement), focus on registration, licensing and a "cooling off" period
between purchase and ownership of
handguns.
In the ideal world, I, for one, would
like to take all of the SO million handCin the U.S., throw in the existing
D nuclear war heads for good
measure, melt them into one big ball,
and drop them into the oceans. (If,
indeed, the oceans could absorb such
amass.)
Obviously, this can't be done, but
concrete steps can be taken to reduce
the wanton violence, the senseless
killing. Is student/faculty activism
dead? I don't believe so. Ours is a
rat country. It can be greater. We
not need to be the most violent
nation on earth.
CARE AGAIN. ACT AGAIN.
WRITE ME:
Douglas G. Bugle

Bugle is a guest columnist for The
News and can be contacted by writing; The Handgun Control Federation
of Ohio, Inc, 463 The Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio 44122

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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The survey will run Feb. 6—10
Deadline: Fri. at 5 pm.
Please drop the form at one of the following places:
The BG New*
106 University Hall

by Mark D) Vlncenzo

professor told me that. I have
nothing against gays, mind you, I
just wish a "choice" few of them
wouldn't hang out by the men's
bathroom on the first floor of
University Hall and proposition
me when I go inside.

USG Offices

405 Student Services
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History of Great Lakes
preserved in the Library

U.S. aid pays for henhouses
by Tom Augello
reporter

What do henhouses, women's
rights. Egypt and Bowling Green
have in common? They are all integral elements in a University professor's research to find out if Egypt is
using U.S. economic aid properly.
Dr. Kathleen Howard-Merriam, associate professor of political science,
has recently returned from Egypt
where she was on assignment to see if
the women in that country are benefiting from aid provided by the United
States.
Working for Egypt's Small Farmer
Production Project (SFPP), HowardMerriam helped that organization
research itself. The SFPP wanted to
see If it was complying with the requirement that it use some of its aid
from the United States,to directly
benefit women.
According to Howard-Merriam,
most of the SFPP women recipients
use the money to help finance henhouses as their primary contribution
to the family income. Howard-Merriam spent over five months in Egypt,
with an assistant to help her, interviewing 360 farm women.
"What we're looking for is to see
that women have access to aid and
credit," Howard-Merriam said. "A
great deal of women in the world are
primarily concerned with feeding
their families (and) many women are
acknowledged as providers in the
family."
ACCORDING TO Howard-Merriam, it is womens' role as provider
that prompted an amendment to the
budget of the United State's Agency
for International Development which
requires recipient countries to show a
significant direct benefit to women.
After interviewing an average of 1520 women a day for three months
Howard-Merriam found women are
benefiting from the program. They
were dealing directly with the banks
through loans and were making a
profit for their families.
The henhouses women finance with
this money operate virtually out of the
home. They house about 90 hens, and
70 are expected to lay eggs every day.
According to Howard-Merriam,
this high production percentage requires stale-of-the art facilities and
knowledge. This makes SFPP monies

by Don Lee
reporter

SFPP employs are men. This is a
problem for women farmers because
cultural traditions inhibit them from
seeing men in their homes without
their husbands around.
"If you don't provide women with
advice and technological assistance,
Eou won't have improved producon," Howard-Merriam said.
So far the SFPP has balked on
using the women extension agents.
Howard-Merriam said they told her
transportatiou'or these women would
be a problem since they only provide
their existing male agents with motorcycles to get from village to village.
Between Egypt and her return to
the U.S., Howard-Merriam sfc pped in
India to give a report to the International Association of Energy Economists on the effect of rural
electrification on the lives of Egyptian women farmers.
"I'm not just concerned with women's issues, Howard-Merriam said.
"I am concerned with rural development as well." She said her work
with the SFPP was a positive change
for her since most of her work had
involved urban areas. She said the inhome henhouse projects the Egyptian
women were involved in were a way
for them to stay in the villages and
relieve the overpopulation in the cities.

Kathleen Howard- Merriam bg news stall/Sue Cross
vital to the Egyptian women involved.
While the aid has been useful, Howard-Merriam was able to make recommendations to the program.

jects; I'm afraid there might be » lot
of duplication. There's a lot of paper
work that is required. I think there's a
good deal of wastage," she said.

"SFPP is one of our most successful programs because it is actionoriented and is designed to help the
small farmer," Howard-Merriam
said.
"(However), we could really improve our management of these pro-

ANOTHER RECOMMENDATION
Howard-Merriam was able to offer
the SFPP was the use of women
"extension agents." Extension agents
are people the project sends out to
advise and teach the people it serves.
So far, all of the extension agents the

Howard-Merriam was born and
raised in Egypt. She knows Madam
Sadat personally, meeting her at a
women's conference in Mexico and
traveling with her to another conference in Copenhagen. Her experience
and work in Egypt benefits Bowling
Green students, she says because her
background helps bring perspective
to her teaching.
"I'm both a provider and a recipient," Howard-Merriam said. "I'm
being provided with a better insight
into the realities of another culture
and could provide these to my students. I would think the college student would want to know what we (the
United States) are doing overseas,
and one way or another you're sharing in that process by being aware of
what's going on."

It's a long journey from the "black
gang" to the "ivory tower."
But for Dr. Richard Wright, the
journey from the boiler room of an old
Great Lakes iron ore freighter to the
director's office of the University's
Institute for Great Lakes Research
has been merely the continuation of a
lifelong love affair with the Great
Lakes.
"It was hard work and it was hot
work, and I thoroughly enjoyed it.
I've never worked so hard in my life,"
Wright said of his life in the "black
gang" or boiler room crew.
He said he has been interested in
Great Lakes history for 40 years, and
his family has been in the Lakes
shipping business for 25 years.
About life on the lake ships, Wright
said, "You either love it, and it gets
into you, or you hate it, and you get off
right away.'
Wright's love of Great Lakes history is reflected in his office on the
sixth floor of the library. Great Lakes
memorabilia covers the top of his
desk and overflows from boxes along
the wall.
The northwest corner of the sixth
floor Archives is devoted to Great
Lakes historical documents; there is
a floor-to-ceiling shelf unit containing
170 years worth of bound newspaper
clippings and a wall of file cabinets
containing the Institute's collection of
ship photographs.
The Institute's collection, which
Wright said is "the largest collection
of Great Lakes maritime history in
the world," consists of about 3,000
books, between 700 and 800 navigational charts, 10 to 12 thousand naval
architectural drawings, 200,000 photographs, and "a couple of hundred feet
of news clippings.
"We have material dating from the
early 1800s literally to yesterday and
today," Wright added.
Much of the material is from
Wright's private collection, which he
brought with him when he became
director of the Institute.

LAY HISTORIANS, shipping enthusiasts, industrial and government historians, and even builders of ship
models come to the Institute for their
research, Wright said.
The Institute puts out a bi-weekly
newsletter, Lake Log Chips, with a
circulation of more than 1,500 subscribers. Chips contains news on shipping movements in the Great Lakes,
notices of accidents, retirements and
meetings and obituaries of old Lake's
hands. Steve Hawley, Chips editor. Is
involved in a project of computerizing
all records of Great Lakes commercial shipping.
Wright has been director, of the
Institute since it came into official
existence last July 1. Before that, he
was director of the Center for Archival Collections, and all Great
Lakes material was the responsibility
of the Center.
Wright estimates that he spends 10
to 12 hours a day on matters related to
Great Lakes history. His most recent
Croject was servingas a judge for the
e Prix de Lac Erie contest. Ted
Wakefield, a retired Vermilion, Ohio,
businessman, offered a prize of $1,000
to the person who could offer the best
documented proof of the first person
to discover like Erie.
"We were looking for diaries or
letters written at the time, by contemporaries of the alleged discoverer,"
Wright said. Ey the Dec. 31, 1983
deadline, 75 entries had been received, and Wright and two other
judges from Canada met in Bowling
Green Jan. 28-29 to judge them. None
of the entries could supply the needed
documentation, and Wakefield gave
the prize money to the Institute, to be
used for acquiring new materials.
The Institute represents one of the
first steps in moving the study of
Great Lakes history into an academic
climate. Great Lakes history used to
be exclusively the realm of the hobbyist, according to Wright.
"We've taken it (the study of Great
Lakes history) out of the 'buff stage
and put it into a climate of serious
study, and we are realizing how much
we don't know," Wright said.
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CLOSE TO CAMPUS

* Apartments in Houses

It

EFFICIENCIES
Furnished & Unfurnished
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor,
Field Manor, 8th St, Willow House

1

CALL 352-0717
GREENBRIAR INC.
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HUNGRY?
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Gloves
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WBGU up for international award
by Phillip B. Wilson
reporter
Striving for notability on
an international basis,
WBGU-TV's 1963 production of the "Bishop Luers
Swing Choir Invitational"
has been chosen as one of
25 programs to compete in
the Golden Rose International Program Competition, to be held in
Montreux, Switzerland on
May 9-16.
lite broadcast features

top six high school
! choirs that comin Fort Wayne, Ind.,
; year. Tr s swing choirs
each presented a 16-minute
broadway show, complete
with an accompanying instrumental ensemble.
The swing contest,
which WBGU-TV began
filming in 1976, was produced by Denise Marland
with an instrumental contribution made by Lewis
Freeman.
Having originated the

dateline

February 9

SRC Stretch ana Flex-The
Rec Center is sponsoring a
non-aerobic exercise program at 12:15 p.m. in the
Mezzannine Level of the
Student Rec Center. Free
and open to all.

Dateline, a daily service
of the News, lists dates and
times of campus events.
Submissions by all organizations are welcome and
must be turned in typed
and double spaced one
week prior to the event.
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Don't drink the water?
That unfamiliar taste in River)," Barber said, "the
your water is nothing to quality of the water is not
worry about, just one of the effected in a negative way,
standard occurences of the it is still safe enough to
rites of spring, according drink."
to David Barber, director
The recent change in
of Bowling Green P-ihlic temperature caused the
Works. "This is c... c' upstream water that was
those things that r ,.,-s frozen on the Maumee
every year because of on* River to thaw. This gave
reliance on a fresh watei
algae room for growth,
supply (the Maumee which made its presence

Free Delivery 352-7734

|:

I TWO 14" PIZZAS |j
I For Just $7.75 Ij United
Coupon Expires: 2/24/84

r
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known by effecting the flavoring of the water, Barber said.
It is hard to say bow long
the taste will last because
of the unpredictable
weather in the area, Barber said. "I think it will run
its course and be back to
normal in no more than a
month, Barber said.
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series produced by WBGUTV. In March, the station
is traveling to Poland and
filming a 30-minute documentary on a tour to be
taken by Bowling Green
High School's Madrigal
Singers.
"Our future success will
hopefully give us more
credibility as a program
producing entity, and
make for a great opportunity for students interested
in the Held of broadcasting," Gargasz said.

good chance of a foreign
purchase of our material,"
Ron Gargasz, program director for WBGU-TV, said.
This international
achievement could not
have come at a better time
either, for Feb. 10 marks
WBGU-TV's 20th anniversary as a television broadcasting station.
Gareasz's future interests include the British
Broadcasting System's
(BBC) spring calender
that plans on viewing a

Bicentennial Minutes,
Freeman's reputation
helped the station acquire
federal grants that aided
the 1983 production.
The contest in Switzerland awards the winner
10,000 francs (about
$4,600). This is the first
time any WBGU-TV production has ever received
international exposure.
"The fact that we were
selected is a big honor and
regardless of the outcome
in Montreux, there's a

Wt3lJ
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Health care broadens
by Greg Thomas
reporter
A competitive trend in
health care, privately
owned emergency care facilities designed to draw
customers from hospital
emergency rooms, is
booming in northwest
Ohio, according to Mike
Miesle, assistant hospital
administrator of Wood
County Hospital.
In the past, hospital
emergency rooms nave
held a virtual monopoly on
emergency health care; if
a doctor's office was not
open, the hospital was the
only source of care available.University students can
save up to 40 percent in
health care bills by utilizing an urgent care center
over the conventional hospital emergency room,
according to Dave Meyers,
staff member of the Maumee Urgent Medical Care
Facility.
Meyers said urgent care
centers are faster and
cheaper than hospital
emergency rooms. The privately-owned Maumee Urgent Medical Care
Facility, 20 minutes from
Wood County Hospital, is
banking on a demand of
area residents for economical minor emergency
medical care, Meyers said.
Placing this competitive
trend in perspective,
Miesle said, "I had one
doctor tell me that he was
going to open one urgent
care center, but eventually
he was going to be the
McDonald's of urgent medical care."
MUMCF patient, William Schmidt, Maumee,
attested to the time convenience of the new facility.

•Tier one - $42.
•Tier two - $58.
•Tier three - $84.
Miesle does not dispute
the time and cost advantages of an urgent care
facility but is quick to qualify the price differences.
He said not all patients
are insured or self-paying.
This creates "bad debt?'
or a situation where the
hospital is only reimbursed
a percentage of charges
through Medicare or Medicaid.
"This means we have to
cost-shift the prices to
those patients with full insurance or paying cash,"
he said.
He added that 50 percent
of the patients coming into
Wood County's emergency
room do not have insurance, and that 70 percent of
the emergency room paMUMCF charges their tients are not actual medipatients a flat $25 exami- cal emergencies.
"We are not going to
nation fee. Charges for lab
work,. X-rays, special push these non-emergendressings ana other medi- cies out the door," Miesle
cal services are added as said. "That would be bad
the work Is performed, community relations, and
bad business."
Meyers said.
Miesle stresses that the
Wood County Hospital
has a similar practice of emergency room at Wood
establishing a flat exami- County is not "making a
nation fee and then billing profit," and is subsidized
additional services, but the by the hospital.
Wood County Hospital's
hospital operates on a different, more expensive emergency room, as most
hospital emergency
base system.
Miesle said Wood County rooms, is open 24 hours.
The following is a list of
Hospital categorizes their
system into three tiers. northwest Ohio urgent
Tier one is considered as a care centers and their
doctor's office visit.Tier hours of operation:
•MUMCF, daily from 8
two is used for sprains,
lacerations, and other mi- a.m. until 10p.m.
•West Tech Urgent Care
nor emergencies.Tier
three is used for medical Facility, daily from 9 a.m.
emergencies which re- until 9 p.m.
•The Trail Urgent Care
quire detailed doctor and
Center, daily from 8 a.m.
staff attention.
The following is a break- until midnight.
•Point Place Urgent
down of prices given by
Miesle for this three-tiered Care Center, daily from 8
system:
a.m. until midnight.
"I didn't have the three
or four hours to wait
around the hospital ER, so
I stopped in here,"
Schmidt said.
Schmidt, sporting a sutured eyebrow from an
auto accident last week,
came into MUMCF to have
the wound checked for infection.
SCHMIDT'S WOUND
was treated by Dr. Jill
Latham, dressed by medical technician Dave Meyers, and Schmidt was on
his way 20 minutes later,
antibiotics in hand.
The bill? $25.
According to prices
Sven for Wood County
ospital by Miesle, if
Schmidt had gone to Wood
County, his bill would have
been a bit stiffer - $42
minimum.
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SAVE ON

Apartments

. • 24 RETURNABLES: LARGE SELECTION
• 24 PACK CANS: OLD MIL,
MEISTER BRAU, GOEBLE

... A nice place to live
1, 2 Bedroom Apartments and
Efficiences now available for
summer and fall.
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Kobacker Hall

* Excellent Location *
Close to:
•
•
•
•

Campus
Shopping Centers
Downtown Area
Bus Station

* Spacious Apartments*
Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disposal
Dishwasher
Large Closets
Air Conditioning
Zone Heating
Extra Storage Room
& Free Bike Storage
• Free Cable TV.
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•
•
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•
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•
•

Swimming Pool
Club House
Picnic Grounds
Private Parking
Resident Manager
Resident Serviceman
Laundry Facilities

Village Green Apartments
Can 3524167
Anytime
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ANY SUB FOR ONLY $2.

SUPER SUB... 2.70

PROVOLONE AND AMERICAN CHEESE

VEGETARIAN SUB .. .2.50

SUPER DUPER SUB .. .4.40

CHEESE. LETTUCE. TOMATO. MAVONNABE.
OMONS. HOT PEPPERS. OREEN PEPPERS 1
ITALIAN SAUCE

BAKED HAM. SALAMI. PEPKROM PRO
VOLOHE AND AMERICAN CHEESE

ALL ITALIAN SUB.. .3.05

STEAK SUB . ■ .3.70

HARD SALAMI CAPKXXLA HAM. t PRO
VOLOHE CHEESE (NO MAYONNAISE)

9KLOM IPS. PROVOLONE OR AMEFKAN
CHEESE. GULLED OMONS AND OREEN PEP
PENS. TOMATO

BAKED HAM. PROVOLONE AND AMERICAN
CHEESE

ITALIAN SUASAGE SUB ■ ■ -3.05
ITALIAN SUAUSAOE. (WILLED OMON. OMLLEO
OREEN PEPPERS AND MUSTARD

ITALIAN HAM.. .2.80
CAPIOOUA HAM AND PROVOLONE CHEESE

BBO .. .3.35
■HRRKUt KEF. AMERICAN CHEESE. AND
COLE SLA*

PIZZA SUB.. .2.65
PEPPEROM. TOMATO SAUCE. PROVOLONE
AND ROMANO CHEESE

HAMBURGER SUB ...2.75
HAMBURGER. PROVOLONE AND AMERCAN

ROAST BEEF.. .3.05
'

SALAMI AND CHEESE .. .2.65
COLUKED SALAMI PROVOLONE AND AMEPJCAN

ROMANO AMD PROVOLONE CHEESE

TURKEY SUB .. 2.75
WHITE MEAT MTH PROVOLONE AND
AMEPJCAN CHEESE

*9/*7 aduUs
$7/S5 students/Senior Citizens

TUNA SUB .. .2.76

BAKED HAV. SALAMI. PROVOLOW AND
AMEKKAN CHEESE

USDA CHOICE BEEF. PROVOLONE AND
AMERKAN CHEESE

8:00 p.m.
Box Office Open 10-2,
Monday-Friday
Beginning Feb. 6 CALL 372-0171

(Except Super Duper and Steak Sub)
No coupon needed

MEAT BALL-PAMESAN ...2.76

All This and More!

Moore Musical Arts
Center, BGSU

SPECIAL DELIVERY DISCOUNT
35

HAM AND CHEESE.. .2.66
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JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
A LARGE SELECTION OF
QUALITY HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS FOR
1984-85!
STOP IN OR CALL
FOR MORE INFORMATION
319 E. Wooster
354-2260
Close To Campus!
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flexibility key to dual-career family

Trivial Pursuit hard to find Mixing careers, family taught
by Tim DehnhoW

reporter
Trivial Pursuit, the
number one board game in
Canada, has stolen the attention from the Cabbage
Patch Dolls and ignited a
new rage across the United
States.
Salespeople at toy stores
across Ohio said the demand for the board game
heightened over the holidays and stablilized, depleting the supply of the
game in the average retail
store.
The game's objective is
to quiz the players with
specialized trivia questions such as, "Did you

know that Thomas Krapper attributed his claim to
fame with the invention of
toilet paper? Were you
aware that Buffy and Jody's last name was Davis?
Or that Napoleon Bonaparte only signed his name
Bonaparte?''
The excessive demand
for Trivial Pursuit has
caused a delay in ordering
the games in Ohio, even
though a manufacturer in
Rhode Island is producing
60,000 games daily.
Wendell Booth, manager
of J.C. Penney in Bowling
Green said, "You just
can't get it any place,
they've disappeared.
A salesperson at Chil-

dren's Palace in Columbus
said she sold 200 of the
games - her complete
stock - in one day, the
same day the carrier had
delivered the game.

A TOYS 'R US salesperson in Toledo said the
games have been on the
shelves as far back as last
August, but lately have
become an extinct species.
The price in February
fluctuated from $24 in
Cleveland to more than $30
in Bowling Green.
The game, invented by
two Canadian hockey players, Harvey and Abbot, is
produced in four specialized editions: sports, silver

screen, baby boom and
genius. Each of these edions consist of six categories. For example, the
genius edition includes geography, history, entertainment, sports, science
and the arts.
The board game is receiving positive feedback
from students who are absorbed with this unique
source of learning.
"I think you learn a lot
even If it Is junk education," Deb Harris, sophomore marketing research
major, said. "I've never
won a game but I am faying to learn all 5,000
cards," which come complete with each edition.

Both Wenzel and
by Carol Porter
Densmore said they realreporter
ize their jobs could cause
Dual-career families problems when they get
represent the majority of married and they hope this
the population in America class will better enable
today so couples must them to deal with those
learn to be flexible when problems.
problems arise because of
Campbell, whose huschanging roles, according band is an associate proto Dr. Kathleen Campbell, fessor of management,
associate professor of said she and her husband
home economics.
have done all the kinds of
Campbell stresses the things that dual-career
importance of flexibility families do. "We've both
and openness in always worked, we had to
relationships in Integrat- find jobs together which
ing Career and Family isn't always easy to do, and
(HOEC/BA 305), a course we waited eight years to
designed to make students have our first baby,"
aware of the problems that Campbell said.
exist in a dual-career family and to show students
"I thought I'd be good at
bow to deal with them.
teaching this course be"I think If people think cause not only can I tell
through in advance the students what the research
problems that are going to says, but I can also tell
come up in a dual-career them from personal expefamily, they might not rience what works and
rush into a marriage that what doesn't," she said. "I
would be wrong for mem," try to get people to think
she said.
really carefully about what
Mike Wenzel, senior sell- they want in life and to
ing/sales major, said he make decisions in adthought it would be inter- vance."
esting to take the class
BY OFFERING the
with lus girlfriend Jenny
Densmore, senior labor re- class through business administration as well as
lations major.

home economics, business
students can take it as a
general business elective,
which makes it much easier to fit into their schedules. Campbell said.
About 75 percent of the
171 students taking the
course this semester are
from the College of Business.
"I think most of the men
and women in the College
of Business are very career-committed. Tbey feel
a need to see what the
problems might be for
them," Campbell said.
Lori Wensits, a junior
radio-television-film major, said she thinks Integrating Career and Family
will be one of the most
valuable classes she will
ever take at the University.

MIDNITE

"Right now I'm very
confused because a career
and a family are both extremely important to me,
but it seems like tbey conflict with each other,"
Wensits said. "I'm taking
the class to get a better
understanding of what
kind of problems I'll be
facing in & future."
Only about IS to 30 percent of the students enrolled in the course are
men - a proportion which
Campbell calls "disappointing, but standard."
"I think there are many
men who still feel that
problems that come up in
dual-career marriages are
women's problems. I'm
really pleased this semester because I have several
couples taking the class
together," she said.
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Two 13" Cheese Pizzas for Only
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Salespeople at toy stores across Ohio said the demand for Canada's number one board game, "Trivial Pursuit" has
emptied their shelves of the game. The game quizzes players in categories ranging from sports and science to
entertainment and the arts.

life begins at
HOWARD'S club H

Attention Juniors and Seniors
Ydti may be eligible for membership in
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GOLDEN KEY
NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY

Hair Unlimited
143 W. Wooster 353-3281

CROSSCOUNTRY
SKIING
SUM. FEB. 12

Precision Hair Cut $6.

2 man rate - $375/mo & gas
3 man rate $405/mo & gas
4 man rate $450/mo & gas
CALL 352-0717

Stanley H. Kaplan
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MOVE!
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IN SIGHT!

complete with frames
Our every day low prices for top quality eyeglasses with lenses 10 your presciption. your choice
of over 1000 current fashion frames, and the most
meticulous, professional Tilting and service you
can buy anywhere, at any price. Only plastic,
tinted, oversize or overpower lenses priced higher.
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FRATERNITY
Is Proud to Announce
its New Active Members

MATT TELEHA
TODD McCALL
BILL BUNTING
RUSS DAVID
KEVIN GAFFNEY

V Send the One(s) *
¥
You Love
A Valentine ¥
*
Message
in the
*
*
BG News

(419) 538-3701
3550 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO, OHIO 43606
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ALL WINTER MERCHANDISE

20 % ■ 50 % OFF
SALE
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The Tanning Center
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no appointment necessary
w/coupon til 2/25
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Shopping for eyeglasses.

One Coupon per Order
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519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom
furnished townhouse
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Open 4 p.m.

RIDGE MANOR APTS.

Stop by our information table in
Moseley Hall, Thursday, Feb. 9
from 9:00 a.m. til 3:00 p.m.
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Additonol Items 75' eoch piaa

REG. $25.95-30.95

NOW $14.97-23.96
ALL GALS CORD
ST. LEGS

ALL SWEATERS
LEG WARMERS
HATS & MITTENS
40% • 50% OFF
LEE CORD SKIRTS
Reg $25.95

NOW $13.95
Reg. $25.95-29.95
ALL FALL & WINTER
BLOUSES
NOW $12.97-14.971
30% -50% OFF

JEANS 'N THINGS
for Guys N Gals
531 Ridge 352-8333 Mon-Thur 10-8
Fri,Sat 10-5:30 Sun 12-5
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Have your message
printed inside a Red
heart in the Tuesday
February 14th edition
Deadline: Friday,
February 10th
106 University Hall
(limited number available)

state/world
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Cleveland tax increase rejected; layoffs to occur
CLEVELAND (API -City officials
were preparing to tighten their financial belts yesterday after voters rejected an income tax increase, but
some members of council vowed to
fight layoffs Mayor George Voinovich
said are necessary to keep Cleveland
out of the red.
The Voinovich administration plan
to increase the current 2 percent tax
to 2.5 percent was voted down 47,395 to
40,229 in a special election Tuesday.
Voinovich said the increase was
essential to maintain city services

needed to retain industry and attract
new enterprises that would help cut
unemployment, which is around 15
percent.
He said the city has no choice but to
lay off employees, including police
officers ana firefighters.
Voinovich met with cabinet officers
yesterday and told them to go ahead
with staff cutbacks he proposed last
month.
Clare Rosacco, the mayor's press
secretary, said layoff notices would
be sent tomorrow to 597 city workers.

She said the layoffs would be effective
Feb. 24, and another 186 city jobs will
be wiped out through attrition.
She said the layoffs would affect 358
safety department employees, including 290 police officers, eight firefighters, 19 emergency medical service
personnel and 41 civilian employees.
She said the Public Service Department would lose 117 workers, including 49 in waste collection and 40 in the
streets division.
"Basically, the directors know what
they have to do to keep within their

budgets, and now they're implementing ft," she said.
VOINOVICH SAYS total cuts could
reach 1,236 -including 1,050 layoffs -if
the council won't agree to cut in half
the full tax credit now allowed for city
residents who work in the suburbs and
to divert community block grant
money to the general fund.
There is strong council resistance to
the tax credit change.
"We will not do the tax credit."
Council President George Forbes said

Utility company against pay-free bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - A
utility company representative said yesterday he
opposes a bill to lengthen
the penalty-free payment
period for electric bills but
would support other ways
of accommodating late
payments.

Wilson said such an extension also would give the
largest industrial and commercial companies a
source of interest-free
loans. "Our largest industrial customer pays us approximately $1.7 million
per month, and if he could
use the money for a full
month or longer before
payment, I am sure he
would do so," Wilson said.

James Wilson, vice president for rates and economic studies at Ohio
Edison Co. of Akron, said
extending the late payWilson testified before
ment fee period from 15 the House Public Utilities
days to 30 days would cost Committee on a bill sponthe company $7 million an- sored by Rep. Barbara
nually. He said customers Pringle, D-CIeveland.
would have to pay the
The bill would affect
added cost in their rates.
other public utilities, in-

LAYHCUT
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Coupon Good
FEB. 9th 4 10th

cluding water, telephone
and natural gas companies.
Although Wilson objected to the bill, he said
the company could abide
by a billing system for
residential customers
only, similar to department store billings.
Under that type of plan,
customers would pay interest on an unpaid balance.
Pringle took the utility to
task for charging residential customers a 5 percent late fee while
charging commercial customers 3 percent and industrial customers 2

percent. "To me there is
absolutely no balance to
this," she said.
"ITS JUST SIMPLY
trying to gear the cost of
collections to the amount
of the bill," Wilson said,
explaining that "most of
our collection costs are for
residential customers."
He said the average residential bill is $50, compared with $350 for
commercial customers
and $33,000 for industrial
customers.
Questioned by Rep. Jerome Luebbers, D-Cincinnati, Wilson said
customers have built-in de-

lays in paying for service
notwithstanding the IMay
payment period.
Since bills come out four
or five days after meters
are read, that's one delay,
he said. Since bills are
monthly, a customer waits
45 days before paying for
the first day of service in
the month and 20 days for
the last day of service in
the month.
The committee also
heard testimony on a bill
that would give condominium residents the option
of paying residential instead of nlgher commercial utility rates for service
to their common areas.

*8uac-

THE HAIR REPAIR
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Open 10am-6pm
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COLUMBUS (AP) - A
House-passed bill aimed at
dealing with patient abuse
and thefts in state mental
institutions sailed through
the Senate on a 31-0 vote
yesterday.
It now goes to Gov. Richard Celeste.
Sponsored by Rep. Francine Panehal, D-Cleveland, the measure bars
persons convicted of certain types of offenses from
being employed by the Department of Mental Health
and the Department of

624, 656, 670
Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments
Upper Units $450/mo & elec
Basement Units 400/mo & elec
CALL 352-0717

mi

It requires the departments to ask the Bureau of
Criminal Identification
and Investigation to supply
a written report regarding
the criminal records of any

applicant under final consideration for appointment.
Sen. Neal Zimmers Jr.,
D-Dayton, said such reports would not be public
records. They could be
made available only to the
applicant, the appointing
officer or any hearing officer involved in a case denying employment.
"I think it Is a very valuable piece of legislation in
terms of protecting those
people who are treated in
the two departments,"
Zimmers said.

:s

Send your love with special

care

■

(!■*■*» may M adoMonal

Moving Off-Campus?

Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities.
It would cover persons
who had been convicted or
pleaded guilty to a felony
or misdemeanor if the offense had a direct and substantial relationship to the
lob for which they were
being hired.

February 14th is the big test. Show that
special girl you're a sensitive, caring guy by
sending the Heart-to-Heart'" Bouquet
Merlin Olsen
from your FTD» Florist. Beautiful flowers
in a decorator tin with a sachet heart. And it's usually
less than $22.50*
Call or visit your FTD Florist today. Because
Valentine's Day is one big test you don't want to flunk.
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'LOtS"

Ohio mental health bill
set to stop patient abuse

"How to ace a test
, by making a phone cal 17

FRAZEE AVENUE
APARTMENTS

• fcowot*

$18

but it's the only way we can address
this."
Councilman Gary Kucinich said he
Robert Bolton, spokesperson for the would fight the cuts.
"There is no need to punish the
police department, said cuts from the
force of 1,815 would be on a seniority people of Cleveland because they
basis and probably would involve failed to pass a tax they could not
people hired since 1980.
afford," he said.
"I Question whether that deficit Is
Bolton said the cuts would reduce indeed there and until we set the
the number of cars patrolling the city budget and study it in depth, I'm not
over three daily shifts from 160 to 110. prepared to acknowledge that there's
"It cuts down the visibility of police any deficit there anyway," added
officers," he said. "It's unfortunate, Councilman John Zayac.

after Tuesday's vote. "We'll only get
$4 million. We need $17 million.''

t
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dash And Carry Specials \
Roses

Now call it quits.
_♦_ American
\§ Heart
^r Association

FEBRUARY 14th

30 DOZ
and

Carnations

We will be administering a
free LSAT followed by a
review session.

12DOZ.

TIME: Simulated Ted at 3:30 p.m.
Review Session at 4:30 p.ra

allr«d'15doi.

Terrariums
Potted Plants
Boxed Candy
Fresh Arrangements
Bud Vases
Floor Plants

Place out-of-town
Orders NOW!

&

ott Wooster. Facing U.K.
■OAHNOCHUN OMlO<J*0i

INC

PMON*$ j»

DATE: Thursday,
1984

February 9,

PLACE: Hays Hall -Room II?
Diagonal to Univ. Unio
on Ridie Street

On( •"OOl't* :<"»-QuUNllfX.

FLOWERS

FREE
LSAT
REVIEW

aw, m no?

CALL: 313-340-59H for further
info.
Sponso.ad ty
University Tart
Preparation Sarvlca

WHAT IF IT iS TRUE?

get complete info at
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING FAIR
February 14,1984
7:30 ■ 9:30 pm

Grand Ballroom, Union

We believe it is
and we'd like you to know
why.
We are Dunamis and if

you've been thinking about
that question we'd like you
to come to our meeting this
Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Ohio Suite on the 3rd floor
of the University Union
"If the Son shall make you free, you shall be freed indeed."
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Laotian family won't return child

Where's the beef?

Slogan catches on
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) When Wendy's International came up with its new
advertising slogan - a diadainful^'Where's the
Beef?" query1 aimed at
competitors fast-food
hamburgers - company officials hoped it would be
popular.
They didn't expect it to
lead to fan clubs for the
actress who asks the question or to become a taunt at
high school basketball
games,
"It has taken off like no
one expected. We thought
it would be popular; it's a
catchy slogan. But it has
taken off in a spectacular
way," said Brad Quicksall,
public relations manager
for the national hamburger
chain based in the Columbus suburb.
In the nationally televised commercial, three
elderly ladies are standing
at a Brand X hamburger
counter. Two of them admire an enormously oversized bun on which sits a
tiny bit of meat The third
indignantly and repeatedly
demands to know,
"Where's the beef?"
The idea was to point out

that Wendy's '-single"
hamburger has more beef
"despite its modest name"
than some bigger-named
competitors, Quicksall
said.
Since the commercial
began running Jan. 9 the
crotchty question has been
popping up almost everywhere, Quicksall said.
"Even our competitors
are using it. Some have,
"The beef is here' signs on
their menu boards. We
love it "he said. "We know
this isn't an issue of
pressing national importance. We're Just trying to
have some fun."
THE MICHIGAN
STATE Office of Services
to the Aging last week criticzed the commercial as
elderly, but Quicksall said
it wasn't meant that way.
He said Wendy's officials
consider the commercial a
positive portrayal of an
elderly woman demanding
her rights as a consumer.
Clara Peller, the Chicago area resident who
portrays the angry
woman, has become an

overnight sensation,
Quicksall said.
"Her likeness is on Tshirts. There are fan clubs
starting up. She's becoming
a cult hero.
T
'But she's kind of an
enigma for us. She's kind
of reserved about it all. I
think most people would
lump at the chance to be on
TVtalk shows, but she's
kind of reticent. She's a
private person," he
Peller's performance
earned her plenty of fans.
"The people around here
try to imitate her voice.
They're lust tickled to
death by it," said Ardath
Lynch, director of the Martin Janis Senior Center in
Columbus.
The commercial's popularity also hit Columbus'
Watterson High School.
When an opposing basketball team enters the gym
these days, Watterson students chant, "Where's the
beef?"
Explained Principal
John Durant, "It's a lighthearted way of saying,
•Well, here are the midgets, where are your big
players?'"

COLUMBUS (AP) - A
local Hmong Laotian
doubts the parents of a
cancer-stricken infant will
return the child to Children's Hospital despite
promises not to prosecute
Vang Hang, 23, a refugee
health program caseworker at the Ohio Health
Department, said he thinks
Vang PaoKue, 28, his wife,
Chee Yang, 25, and their

three children are with relatives in Toledo, Detroit or
Minnesota.
Police have been searching for the Columbus family since the parents took 5month-old Franklin from
Children's Hospital last
Friday. Doctors say the
baby has tumors in both
eyes, which must be removed to prevent the cancer from spreading.
Franklin County Prosecutor Michael Miller said

Tuesday he would not prosecute the couple on felony
counts of child endangering if they returned the
baby to a hospital. Miller
said he made his amnesty
offer at the urging of local
refugee services groups.
Asked if the couple will
present themselves. Hang
said, "I don't think so.
They have cousins to help
them."
He said the parents sincerely believe their 5-

Union protests demolition
TOLEDO (AP) -Hundreds of Toledo union
members, many wearing
protective face masks and
black arm bands, demonstrated in front of a closed
Gulf Oil Co. refinery yesterday, protesting what
they claim are unsafe
working conditions and improper handling of asbesThe refinery, closed
about three years ago by
Gulf, is being demolished
by a non-union firm, Sevenson's Construction Co.
A local worker hired by
Sevenson's was killed Friday from injuries sus-

tained in a fall from inside
the refinery.
"We have complained
previously to the fact that
conditions were unsafe,"
said Nick Stroh, executive
secretary of the Northwestern Ohio Construction
& Building Trades Council.
"We Just don't need asbestos blowing around our
neighborhoods and workers dying in conditions resembling sweatshops of
the 1830s," Stroh said.
ing "Death is in the wind:
Asbestos kills," and "They
are not safe. Now we are
sorry," the union members

and several dozen east Toledo community residents
shivered in freezing temperatures for more than an
The well-behaved crowd
was observed by about a
half-dozen police. The
demonstration was highlighted by a prayer service
and the laying of black
crepe, arm bands and the
face masks on the fence of
the refinery.
"We're not even sure
what point they tried to
prove, said Paul Thompson, site supervisor for
Sevenson's.

The Sisters of

"I explained many times
to them, but they don't
believe that the baby is
going to die or mat the
baby has cancer.
"I told him his baby is
already blind, and he said,
'No, my child still sees'
and 'My baby's eyes are
OK,'"hesaid.
Kue and Yang took their

ef%
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Proudly Present their New Initiates:
Kirsten Anderson
Beth Barmann
Michele Barry
Mary Biacsi
Karen Bonnick

TO HELP ORGANIZE
WE FACULTY EXCELLENCE

Valerie Ciptak
Cheryl Ferkany
Holly Govito
Wendy Gray
Deborah Gucker

Lora Helfrich
Linda Reed
Leigh Hume
Rene? Rush
Lee Ann Irwin
Jennifer Staudt
Gayle Kubik
Michele Murphy

Outstanding Pledge - Holly Govito
Pledge Scholar - Gayle Kubik
Maple Leaf Sister - Susie VanCuren
Congratulations and Welcome To The Bond!

AWARDS.

Summer Jobs
Sign up now at
Student Employment,
450 Student Services
for interviews
to be held:

Meadowview Court
Apartments
352-1193

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
•all utilities included «gas heat "laundry
facilities -drapes •carpet -party & game
room •swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurniabed

Wed., February 15
Thurs., February 16

H you'm tirad of anoth* ordinary
_—
work IKIDIWall

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$2B0~fumished $265-unfurnished Plus Gas & Electric
Landlord pays water & sewage

job, com* to Cad* Point whtre you an live,
wnfi stiKMfits from

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnisbed
all utiiites included separate bedroom
Free memtMrthip to Ch«rrywood Henri* Spa with to.se.

You're cordially invited
to a birthday party at

CARTY
RENTALS
APARTMENTS - 9 month individual

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
352-9302 Anytime
or call Newlove Maaat. Co. 352 5620

•Close to all your needs, classes,
convenient stores and town.
•Furnished, 2 bedroom apartments renting
now for the summer and tall.
•Limited number of roommate positions
for this semester.
•On-site management, maintenance and
laundry facilities.
•All utilities paid except lights.

Visit Our Model/Office:505 dough.
Suite B15

Next to Sterling & Dorsey's

WINTER SPECIAL

36.00

16 In. On.
KM Pino.

Ph. 352-5166
203 North main
Open 4 p.ej.
MdMonal »«mi IIOO m.
lUHimn
ou*»fc*tUu»
on* coupon pay pizza

Pntcr^3-17-84

34.50

I3ln. On.
NMI Plua

Ph. 352-5166
203 North ITkUo
Open 4 p.m.
Additional kwra 75* «a
'«i MiRirr
0-«af> St** In

Pbfi°**

.3-17-84

on. coupon pax pizza

WINTER SPECIAL

$3.00
Ph. 352-5166
203 North mom

Ji&h*

Op.n 4 p.*.
additional k«ma SO* oo.
fall Mintl>

IO In. On.
h.ei Plua

3-17-84

CNa»».*y»l....

on. coupon p«r pizza

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
works.
So do its graduates.
Four months of intensive training can
add market value to your college degree.

BG's most famous gathering place
is celebrating its 5th anniversary.

leases

BIG nite is

2 bedroom/4 students starting at
$110.°° a month/$495.00a semester per
person
Also 2/3 students rentals
HOUSES for 4-5-6-8 students
all near campus
SUMMER RENTALS Special Rates

SATURDAY, FEB. 11
from 5—9 p.m.
•
•
•
•

Phone for Appointment or
further Information
3527365
. 352-5556

<>

rVINTM SPECIAL

Plan now for the 1984 School Year

Bowling Grain, OH

Hang said America's
traditions and legal system
are hard to comprehend
for some of the Hmong, a
hill people of Laos who
supported the United
States during the fighting
in Southeast Asia.

American Heart
Association

A«4y m 405 Student SuvieM.

214 Napoltor. Road

baby to a Hmong spiritual
healer in Detroit about
three weeks ago, Hang
said, after Franklin was
examined at Children's
Hospital.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA

WE NEED PEOPLE

If interestri:

month-old baby is not ill.

mS

L.

All the beer you can drink!!
All the pizza you can eat!!
$3.00 Admission
Door prizes to the first 200 arrivals

and the party will continue after 9 till ?
MM

A sampling of jobs our graduates hold:
LBQSLATIVE RESEARCHER. MUNICIPAL BOND PARALEGAL.
REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR,
ESTATES fc TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT. ENERGY SPECIALIST,
ANTITRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST
o Through our corporate contacts, our national search team
and our computerized placement service, we have placed over
5,000 of our graduates lr. taw firms, banks and corporations
nationwide.
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of the law.
• All courses Include training in computer applications to legal
practice.
• You can study in Philadelphia or in Houston.
0 Financial aid and housing are available.
Well be at your campus on March 29
Contact your placement office to see our resource book on
law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation
or a personal interview.
To learn more, call oallact:
(215) 5674811 Or. return
the coupon.

MM *» coupon ■>

Th. Maa to. Panwo* naming.

RBGS

PtMM MM • Sat COP/ Ol |OW f—IQMI.

D Pi n IH1II1 n-13-oezta
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Worst home loss since 75-76

BG humiliated by KSCI
ByToSTHtoSTsports editor
Laying a couple of bucks on last
night's Bowling Green-Kent State
hMketbau game could have netted
some tacky guy an overflowing wal-

thoughts about the game. A1969 graduate of BGSU, McDonald was an
assistant st his alma mater in 1989-70.
and the win gave McDonald several
undistinguishable marks from a Falcon point of view:
• It was the worst home loss to a
MAC opponent by a BG team since
1975-76 when Miami defeated the Falcons, 70-48 at Anderson Arena.
• It was the first season sweep of
BG by a KSU squad since 1971-72.
"I wouldn't be telling the tram if I
said it (the win) didn't mean more,"
said McDonald whose 1982-83 squad
won more games than any KSU team
in 32 years. "It's like coming home to
your parents, you don't want to look
bad. I went to school here and it
meant a lot"

The Falcons entered the game as
10% point favorites over the Golden
Flashes, but BG threw a shameful
crime at the oddamakers as they were
humiliated, 77-64 before an ever-thinning crowd of 2,620 at Anderson
Arena.
BG was in the game until the tip^iff
at 8:06 p.m. - but after that with BG
coach John Weinert wearing his canary yellow blazer in hopes of turning
around a sorry Falcon squad - matters lost grew worse after Larry
Last Night In the MAC
Bobbins gave the Flashes a 2-0 lead
with seven seconds gone in the first
Central Mich. 78
Miami 67
half.
Ball State 68
Toledo 62
"It was a game where one team
does everything right and the other
Northern III. 60
Ohio 0. 67
does everything wrong," Weinert
Western Mich. 59
said "It was my most humiliating Eastern Mich. 53
loss in 22 years of coaching."
AL THOMAS started in place of
. THE WALLOPING threw BG into
sub-par conglomeration of third place point guard Brian Miller, but one
teams in the Mid-American Confer- would nave needed a blowtorch to
ence standings. The Falcons are now spark any life into the Falcons. BG
M in the league, 12-0 overall and never had a lead in 40 minutes of
wallowing in the third spot along with action, trailing at the half 39-27, and
KSU, Eastern Michigan and Northern trailing by as many as 18 in the second
Illinois.
half.
"What's going to happen from now
The bright spots - there were none.
Keith Taylor led BG with 16 points, on, I don't know," Weinert said. "I'm
but he was only 7-of-25 from the field. disgusted with some of the players.
''We've got to execute better, I
BG's numbers from the field and at
the line, 39 and 37 percent, respec- can't put the ball in the hoop for them.
tively.
I don't know what good is going to
KSU second-year head coach Jim come of a loss like this. We're not the
McDonald was guarded in his same team that beat Ohio State, Cali-

BARTER

fornia and Boston University, though
we have a lot more injuries.
KSU was led by Anthony Grier with
27 points and Robbins with 20 as the
Flashes shot 57 percent from the
floor.
"I'd like to think that we had something to do with BG losing," McDonald said of the Flashes who were
picked to finish ninth in the MAC in a
pre-season media poll. "When we're
patient - and we're learning patience
- and we play hard, we're successful."
Anderson Arena was supposedly a
safe haven for the Falcons this season
- as they had only lost to first place
Miami at home before last night's
debacle.
BG travels to Ball State this Saturday to face the Cardinals, currently
settled in the MAC cellar.

Bowiing Green (641
Thomas, 1-0-2; Jenkins, 3-0-6: Taylor, 7-2-16; Faine, 6-3-15: Irish, 5-111; Booker, 3-0-6; Abendroth, 0-0-0;
Miller, 34-6; Maleske, 0-0-0; Bryant,
1-0-2. TOTALS: 294-64.
Kent State (77)
Roberts, 1-0-2; Grier, 6-11-27; Robbins, 10-0-20; Wearsch, 1-0-2; Robinson, 64-12; Tindall, 5-0-10; Owens, 04-4; Kubani, 04-0; Toole, 044. TOTALS: 31-15-77.

SALE

For the exceptional in cards, records,
gifts, etceterah. rah. rah!

United W^y i
People Helping People ;
bg news statMPotnck Sondor
Bowling Green's Keith Taylor (left) and Bill Faine fight for the loose ball during action last night at Anderson
Arena. BG lost to Kent State, 77-64.

352-1596

EAST
440 E. Court

WFRE FIGHTING FOR VOUR UFE

ragliais

SOUTH
945 S. Main St

FRIDAY

FRIDAY

11 -til gone

Pizza I Salad
Smorgasbord

ROAST BEEF
PLATTER

•32s

THURSDAY CATCH IT

American Heart Association

352-7571

All
You Can
CAT

$ •) KQ
•*?

From 11-2
in,id# ^

DANCE AND PARTY WITH

GRANDE BURRITO
$3.95
Entire month of February

The Best
MEXICAN FOOD
In Town

SUNDANCE

C

ws,

Leasing For Fall 1984
referred Properties Co.

with guests

THE INVISIBLE FLINTSTONES
FRI.FEB. 10 8:00 p.m.
GRAND BALLROOM
$2.00

Special Features

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE I

129*3 KRAMER Rt>.

FACILITY
c«ll t

Ride The Bus For FREEI 2-9-84

8:45

9:30

A new facility which has boon built 8 > foaturos tho
following:

10:15

25481 Rout* 25. Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

fi 352-7031

Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birchwood Place-650 Sixth St
Small Bldgs.- Manville
between 6th & 7th st.
|AII residents will be granlod membership to HoalthSpa

Buses leaving the Union Oval at

8:00

2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat-gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots of closet space
1-1/2 bath

Apartment Complexes

•Q's LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE

835 High St. - Rental Office
located at New Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30 Monday-Friday

419-874-2253

^XX"XXX"XXXXX***^*X"XX""

•Indoor hoatod pool
•Metros sauna

»$un lamps
'Shower massago

•Hydro-spa whirlpool Summer Listings Available
I «Comploto exercise facilities ond equipment
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Women cagers run past Kent Lack of team play hurts BG
If someone laughs at me, as a
sports writer, for choosing Bowling
Green to finish second this season
in the Mid-American Conference
pre-season media poll, I'll Just say.
''Hey, every sports writer around
the MAC voted for BG. Some
thought they would win it all. They
were the defending champs. They
only lost one starter from last
year's starting five."
It seems the media is still giving
the Falcons more respect than they
actually deserve. Take yesterday's
USA Today, a newspaper becoming very respected tor its sports
section. Even their 'odds' portion,
in which they project Las Vegastype betting odds for particular
games, is dependable - for a
friendly gentleman's bet of course.
Yesterday, I lost a little respect.
BG was picked as a 10V4 point
favorite over last night's foe Kent
State.
GIVE ME the phone, who do I
call to place a bet?
More than a 10 point difference
expected from a BG team that was
coming off one of its worst performances of the season against a soso Northern Illinois? Ten and a half
for a team that KSU embarrassed
earlier in the season. 82-72? For a
team whose top two players (David
Jenkins and Colin Irish) limp
through practices and painfully
suffer through games? A team that
has lost three of its last four games
and sits at an even 5-5 in the confer-

by Ted Pastante
spoils reporter

When a team's leading scorer is
held to four points, the outlook normally isn't bright. However, Bowling
Green women's team was shining as
r rolled over Kent State, 79-52 last
t at Anderson Arena.
r McGehee, who averages more
than 14 points per game, made just
two of 10 shots from the field while
managing only four points, however
that was about the only disappointing
part of the Falcons' performance. AD
15 BG players that dressed saw action
and nine broke into the scoring column.
BG LED from the start, running off
13 straight points before the Golden
Flashes'Lori Ference answered with
a layup at the 14:10 mark of the Brat
half. The Falcons did not stop there,
leading by as many as 20 points before
settling on a 36-24 halftone lead.
Despite the 12-point intermission
lead, BG head coach Kathy Bole
wasn't satisfied with the effort of her
troops. "I thought we lost our intensity near the end of the half, allowing
Kent to get back in the game," Bole
said.
In the second half, the Falcons
came out with a full-court press that
took KSU out of their offense and out
of the game. "I felt we had to pick up
our intensity and I thought a full-court
press would wake us up and help us
play with more intensity," Bole said.
Intense was a good word for the
Falcon defense, as the confused
Golden Flashes allowed BG to run off
seven straight points for a 43-24 Falcon lead.
IT WAS the closest KSU would get
for the rest of the night, as the Falcons led by as many as 32 points en
route to running the Golden Flashes
record to 1-10 In the conference and 218 overall. BG's record is now at M in
the conference, 9-10 overall.
The victory keeps BG two games
behind Ohio University and Miami in
the race for the Mid-American Conference's fourth and final playoff
spot.
The Falcons were led by Sherry
Eubanks' 23 points. 10 of which came
in the second half. DeWana Ballou
and Joelyn Shoup also broke the double-digit barrier with 17 and 15 markers, respectively.
The Falcons held the Golden
Flashes to just one double-figure
scorer, forward Amy Schuler, who
managed 12. BG also led in all statistical categories except steals as the

ence, while the "10 point" underdog is just behind at M?
Get the point? I could have been
rich. KSU hammered the Falcons
last night in front of 2,620 faithful
Anderson Arena fans, 77-64.
Independently wealthy. Retirement at 20.
The question still looms as to why
BG is not playing like the champions of old, with only graduated
point guard David Greer missing
from the starting five.
Sure, the 'little general' was the
best point guard ever to don a
Falcon jersey. He was all-MAC,
broke the league mark for assists
in his illustrious four year career,
in short, he ran the show.

sideline
Marc Delph
assistant sports editor
So the easiest way out is to point
the finger at his predecessor, Brian
Miller.
THE FALCONS were 8-3 in the
conference at this point last season
under the guiding hand of Greer.
No sensible fan, however, will tag
the extra three losses on Miller. He
appeared to step right into the role
at the begining of the season when
the Falcons went 7-2 in pre-MAC
play. Miller played nearly the entire 40 minutes of those pre-season
games in fine fashion.

The sophomore has been suffering from the onslaught of league
play. He has been spelled by reserve Al Thomas on many occasions, but the losing still continues.
BG coach John Weinert started
Thomas for the first time this season last night. Miller replaced him
after nine minutes of action as they
switched back-and-forth off the
bench until late in the game when
Weinert tried both guards on the
floor at the same time. But the
losing still continues.
The reason, Miller, or now
Thomas, is not to blame is the
difference in performances over
one season. Last year a victory, or
a loss, was a team effort. This
season a BG game is a one or twoman show of different dominant
players each outing.
Miller cannot help it if he dishes
off a pass to an outside player and
that man automatically throws it
up for the quick two points and a
pat on the backside. BG is shooting
49 percent from the field this season, a frigid 39 percent against
KSU.
I, personally, cannot recall the
number of times Weinert has said
too much individual play has hurt
his team. Or, as he puts it, "too
much me, not enough we."
Weinert strives for the passing in
his teams. Lately, it's been two
passes and a 20-foot attempt. And
the losing still continues.

TEAM USA in must win situation

SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP) Just one game into the Olympic
hockey tournament, Team USA Is in
an all or nothing situation. After the
emotion-packed gold medal performance in Lake Placid four years ago,
the 1984 Olympians may not even he
bg news itatf/Sje Cross
in medal contention this tine.
Bowling Green's DaWana Ballou (43) controls the ball during action last night
Already 0-1, the Americans' oppoat Anderson Arena as Kent State's Amy Schuler (32) defends. The Falcons
nent Thursday is powerful Czechoslodefeated the Flashes, 79-52, at Anderson Arena.
vakia, a close runner-up to the Soviets
Golden Flashes lost their eighth game
Shoup's play at the offensive end of In the World Championships.
"We understand we have to get two
the court was something that pleased
in a row.
BG won the battle of the boards, 49- Bole as she connected on seven of 11 points from the first two games to be
35 with Shoup and Ballou leading the from the floor to record her career In contention for a medal," said Phil
Verchota, captain of the U.S. team
way with 15 and 10, respectively. The high of 15 points.
and one of two repeaters from the 1980
Falcons also made 21-of-26 free
"Joelyn always thinks pass first, gold medal squad. "So we know we
throws to Kent's elght-of-13. The
showing at the charity stripe was the and we have been trying to get her to have to win the next game." One point
Falcons' best of the season, connect- shoot more - hopefully this will help is awarded for a tie, two for a win.
THERE ARE six teams In each
ing on 80.8 percent of their free her become more offensive-minded,"
division in the hockey competition
Bole said.
throws.

and the two that have the most points
in each group will advance to the
medals round. For the Americans to
move on, they can't afford another
loss and even a tie in any of the
remaining four games would probably eliminate them from contention.

wo§m
Czechoslovakia entered the Olympics as the favorite in the B group.
"They are an excellent team and
they should have beaten the Soviets In
the World Championships," said U.S.
Coach Lou Valro, whose team
dropped its opener Tuesday to Canada IT

CANADA LOST two players in an
eligibility dispute spurred by Finland,
but blamed on the Americans, and
that turned out to be an incentive in
the first game. The Czechoslovaks
also have an incentive - they want to
avenge their loss to the U.S. In the
1980 Olympics.
"We are a new team," said Ludek
Bukac, coach of Czechslovakia. "We
are not the same team that lost in
1980.
"The Americans have a good team.
They did not play their best against
Canada. We expect them to play their
best against us."
To beat the Czechoslovaks, the U.S.
must find a way to open up the game.
Canada used a checking game that
blocked the skating lanes the U.S.
likes to use and it threw the American
attack off-balance.

•-■- Tv

Don't be a
heartbreaker

PARTY

Eat
less

MiurB

8

MYLES'PIZZA 1.
I
PUB

J

L

352-1504
5 FREE 7-UPS l
W/ANY 12" PIZZA

J

EXPIRES 2/17/84

ALPHA XI DELTA
Congratulates the 1984-85
Officers:
President
Vice President
Senior Pan-HeL
Pledge Educator
Treasurer.
Quill
Recording
Corresponding Secretary
Social
House
Scholarship

Dana MeisterMavis Edison
Nancy Thorpe
Kari Kissack
Debbie Smith
Karen Halas
Patty Thomas
Peggy Vedda
BethZink
Annette Lapo
Korey Kerscher

Other Elected Offices:
Assistant Treasurer
Journal Correspondent
Historian
Chaplain
Marshall
,
Ritual

Gloria Gimbrone
Judy Hintz
Kerry Watson
Laura Neubauren
Pam Zappas
Susan Branic

with Campus Marketing
THE BEST DEAL
TO
DAYTONA BEACH

$189
INCLUDES
•Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful
Daytona Beach. Florida. We us* nothing but modern
highway coaches.
•FREE refreshments on the way down (the party starts here;
•Eight Florida days/seven endless night at one of our
exciting oceanfront hotels.located right on the strip. Your
hotel has a beautiful pool, sun deck, air conditioned
rooms,color TV, and a nice long stretch of beach.

•A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day.
•A full list of pre-orranged discounts to save you money in
Daytona Beach.

•Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a good
time.
•Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot. deep sea
fishing, etc.
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MAKE SOMEONE YOU LOVE FEB.
SPECIAL FOR VALENTINE'! OAVI
t**OTHEMAHEARTMES«AOEIN
TW M NEWS TUES-. FES 14.
(RltlnillHUl* type) HURRYI LkeL 10t Uatoararly

SERVICES OFFERED
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
ATTMIKM CRMMM. JUSTICE
MAJ0M
THE ACADEMY FOR
CNMMAL JUSTICE SOCIETY S
COMVENTION N CHICAGO WILL Bf
MARCH 27tv4Ml. F MTERESTEO
OONTACT TW CNMMAL JUSTICE
(MCE MMEOUTELY THE REGIS
THATON OEAOLME « MONOAY

Butete Sewing t MoMom
t rvjejreas on laoNete t
II ueiaama muet bo
dean 352-7288
TYP»*3 LOW RATES
Rwum— sRtototMV iyp*J
382-6787

MM*.

lecture on Beiolum
e>o*y at 5 30 in to Tan Room ol aw
UremAltrea»fc»ii»».
TW PC PANHEL LEAOCMMP
COMFEREMCE WM_L M HELD ON
I1—WURJIV 17 MMl It M THE UMV—iTY UNION. REGISTRATION
FBI— AVAAAtl 1OREP UFI
OmCE. 41* STUOtHT SERVICES

OM

OUNN MN**«MM INN" •
SATURDAY, AFTER HOURS
SETHEREI
DANA COOCHs-COO:
wher.beje.
hat ■ IOOM tooth
... . ■nd . tquers hood?

Fab 9

OMMM M Ffm An. Saturday

leave tha Union 8:00. 8:45.
a 30. 10:46

L06T-0.Hi brown ocarf In Moaeley
Hal on Tuee 2/7. PIMM cat 352•163. •

Big Dana. Qrandblg Shan. Oreet
Qrandbk) Karan: Thanks no much tor
making my acttvaaon a vary ton and
■pecMaver* lloveyous-aarcl

BUM.

BUg

CM lo

LOST: Qok) watch In kM locker
loom M rao-cenajr. Reward. CM
SMB. 382-4852
OOLD BRACELET LOST
PLEASE CALL
AMTA AT 352-1284

Brian, Sy I Brat:
wa-ia on. day dcaar lo Satorday
right - When the PHI MU'S and
PIKES al do • up nghri
Your Data.

X -Country SUng
St 00
Fab II

Stjn up h UAO OJtoJ

UKE. HAVE A OREAT DAY.

SATUROAY, AFTER HOURS

MOVUM OFF-CAMPUS?
oat m* tact, tut
OFF-CAMPUS HouMng F*k
Umon BMroorn
FEB.. 14

SSoon Vany Jobgukt. 84.95
SurOat moaning. 2816 South
Mtoaton. Tucaon. AZ 86713

MOA SUPERDANCE
SKIN-UPS THIS WEEK AT THE
UMON FOYER 9 30 - 3.30. FOR
1*0. OR AOOmONAL SK3N-UPS
CALL KOHL HALL MAIN DESK 22839

WANTED

Entor WFAL* VMan«naa Day oonlatl
I baooma algtjto to wh a dtonar tor
hyp. Tuna toto 880 am tor data*.

SSoon Vasty Jobgukto U 95
SunbM todaidng. 2815 South
Mtotton. Tucaon. AZ 86713

Fiona. FUg • Coming
Win a M| to Miami Saaoh Fiona.'
FVxMe Flng a Convng
Fabruary 18. 1884

ATTENTION BQSU SUNBATHER8I
Surf'i up but our prtoat aranll From
MX $109.00 - tpand 7 run-ford
day* to aumy Florida CM lor your
Ml or organba a amM group t **v*l
FREEI Graat tor dub*, loot CM LUV
TOLWS (800) 388-2008. ask tor

8-5'er need* M. roommate to share
Apt at Thuratn Manor SlOO/mth. M
ual md. Fraa Cable TV Drop a not*
It COMB #5941

7:30-9 30

USD
iTn
Apart M 40t MtMtM Sa

rTOPJOAFUNQ
FLORTOA FUNO
FLOPJOAFLINQ

OLT.
rm ao aadad tor Ha AX Oato Partyraoonmbaatd Hop* you'r* raady
lor * ton right Lova yelmur!.

I THE ONEStS) YOU LOVE A
SPECIAL VALENTINE MESSAOE IN
THE M NEWS Tuaa.. Fab. 14 (Had
bar avaHabto. 10* UnhwrsRy Hal.
HURRYI

Qrande Sunk) - S3 96 th* entire
laonti ol Fabruary. SUNDANCE
RESTAURANT 110 N. MMl 3621082
HAPPY aarrHDAY
ADRCNE CARTER
From rm houaa on 8. Entorprta*

SEND YOUR VALENTNE A COOKIEGRAM! ON SALE FEB 8. 9. 10 M
■A. AND UNIVERSITY HALL 9 - 4
ONLY 60*.

HAPPY I7TH AhWTVERSARY
MOM AMD MM
YOU ARE COOLAMUMDO PARENTS
AMD WE LOVE YOU LOTSIII
KKSEStHUOt
JUOYAtB TRACY

THE BROTHERS OF DELTA TAU
DELTAWouk) Ik. to congrarutol.
TOW FOQAL and DEI 0RU8ER on
j LavaMrtng-Just c
taW Dat-Abh* »I
«-flOuraHEAO
tra* tor tunartl ax-f

•ROADWAY REVISITED V
THE COLLEOUTE CHORALE
THE COLLEOIATES
THE TOP M
SUNOAY. FEB. 12
KOSACHER HALL 3 PH

HM a caaa ol tv> enjoy*
HAPPY HOUR averydey 4-8pm
OQaVNTOWN MBar

W-ll DOWATIOH AT THE 00011

HEY ALPHA MQ*
TONMHT 7*0 MEMORIAL HALL

Can youmafcaa
Ohio MM*

WOMEN'S CUMC
Comprahaiajv. obttomct
and Gynaoology
Conkacapttv* Sanrtcaa.
V D Tasts and Traaanant
Tamvnaoona up to 10 waakl
Fraa Fraflnancy Taaltig 241-2471

MttoUaMR,

SSoon vaWy Jobgukto U 96
Sunball mdaidng. 2816 South
Maakm. Tucaon, AZ 86713

Al mw MSRWtBMM 20V-70H
OFF Jon N Thngt 531 Mdu* St
Opon ton*. ■ 8:00.

Soot the Back to School Bajee
ath Button* and VfFAL

2 day'
Lake Eria Sport.
Fab IQt 11 622 E. Wooator

Mark.
you're auch a awaarnaanl Thanka tor
aavlng tie day. I had a graat nmel
Lova y*. Cotaan

■< tmwliuj »*at. »lil|i tram.
I Maw yaa't
Yaa'r* a
Alpha PM Law, Year M| *»cr,s»e.

PERSONALS

C***er*e Chris Evert

Found book m B A
y 362-6850

Dab Oruber I Todo FogN CongrakiMbmon your Atoh* » OltaPHa
Tau Oak HiMtrlngl Wa'r* vary
happy tor you" Lova. fh* eaters ol
Atoh* XI Oat*.

BANASTASIA.
YOU'RE TERRFICI!
LOVE YA-INVrSMLE

LOST AND FOUND
LOST:

Thank* tor awaya puMng up MM my
atone Your M beat Mend ever. AX
tow) I mine-Beet Mand* toravar.

Smurty.

Al your typInQ moot prompt A proUltima! CM 362-4017

fcrtghl at 8 30 m Patgtoue
M SL Thorn* Mo.. Al
to attend' The Choice m

■eV*. Yew eta. OS*)*,
Cub*.

What -at TV, nha A the an. I
to I" 1— Ststt SaaoMMa
I MM Or*.
IMiataaSllMHnli.irMoa.,
IS, 1:M am la aw Fscatty

acl.nSM al
, wW eaea.
1 beta*

ALPHA SMS V. THE PIKES
nS MXLER T«-E
THE Id MAN

tool I *nargy aaada. Taaa., Fab.
Itch, 700 pm. Alumal Raam, uahr.
Uatoa.

Thara la all room lor t taw mora
studants In HOEC A395-I2 cr I-lha
NEW YORK FASHION TOUR., May
14 tg SaaMrs GwnnorDV Bafang
InHOECBkk).

Hay Mal< TranM tor tha awarad.'
You aaaratwy "bring aunahlna on a
cloudy to-f" lova. Th* AX aaMri

CHERYL. CONGRATULATKINS ON
YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO TONY. WE
WISH YOU ALL THE LUCK M THE
WORLOI LOTS OF LOVE. YOUR DZ
StSTERS

Charyl.

JACK'S BAKERY
ICECREAM

Happy 21st Birthday'
Lara catobralal Tha Whtokay tour*
an on m.1 Lova. Tom.

To my KM Bath BarmannCongrstuaitlon. on your actrvMon 1
watooma to (ha bondl I'm so proud lo
hava you tor my M*l
LovaANrayt.
Palty

OH OMEGA RUSH
Thursday. Fab. 9 Firai parltot 8 8 45 or 9 9 45 at tha CN 0 houaa
Coma axplora lh* tolur* aorld of
pomes and aoonomksl Valua* t
EthK* Walk prta.nujtxin-GLOBAL
POUTICS AND ECONOMICS 2000
THE U8. PERSPECTrVE. THE »«■
TERNATONAL PERSPECTIVE. Soato ba gtvan by Dr. Rogar
Anoaraon I Dr. Twnoo Akaha. Al
aatooma to partlekial. In oWogu*
Monday. Fab 13. 3:30 PM. Facury Loungt, Llnharary Union.

Kim Bou*^>ir«ralutolona on your
srvjaBamanl to Kurt. Al that work
pSn On. QaVrVTM rri aOVtJ) u nwMj.
LAURA VMLSON. CONORATULATIONS ON YOUR PMNMG TO TOM'
LOVE. YOUR DZ SISTERS.
ULMEUNDA.
CCNORATS ON GONG ACTIVEI I
THNK I WAS MORE NERVOUS
THAN YOU! I'M REALLY PROUD OF
YOU t I'M GLAD YOU'RE MY
LITTLE LOVE YA LOTS.
L1L. BSGAMMY
PS W| REALLY DO PICK ON YOU
CAUSE WE LOVE YOU'

CONGRATS ALL NEW AGO ACTIVES
WELCOME
LOVE YA
LOADS" YOUR SISTERS.
Cimutatlaauia jut. Hatdhar. on
your GDI -knatarino"! You two ar.
ou« . par' AX tova. Your Stlltri.

fcttifakg, I

AJMrton. Pragancy Taato,
Larnaza Ctota**
Cantor tor Choto*
Oowmown Totodo (419) 256-7789

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
MVYOCO COUNTY
920 N. Man St.. BO.
Ccrifidanoal-parsona car*
Soaca. rats.. BGSU studsnt.
Comantont App'tt 354-3640

Party Room For Rant
4-0* Oka
7m and High
362-9378 atlet 6: 352-7324

Top Una Sporting Goods Sals
Shoos. Swtnwaar. Raoouata. Swaats
Laka Erie Sport.
ToPooUon:
You make evary day spec*! tor mo. I
lova everyttvng sbout you and always
at). I hop* mo day w* be special tor
you' Happy 22ndl Your t\ tan.
USG needs people to help organize
(he toouty exceltnc* award* Apply
m 405 Student Sonnet

Need 1 M. atudent tor apt
camput. Reasonable offer

naar

3S2-7365
Pznto neadsd $300 tor me remainder of me Mm own rm. dose to
campus, cat 352-6885 M-W altor
3:00.
raw*** Rc*3rnmM* to ahara one bdrm
apt. on* block Irom campus
»132 50/mo kid US CM Susan
352 6026 ahar 5 PM
TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY TO SUBLET TOP HALF OF
HOUSE OR 1 FEMALE TO SUBLET
I AM WILLING TO MOVE OUT IN
ORDER FOR 2 PEOPLE TO TAKE
OVER LEASE RENT: $125.00. PAY
ELECTFtC ONLY. IF afTERESTED.
CALL 352-2013.

Red saw heert-shaped VaJerwne p*
tow*. Incajdaa any maaaaga Ira* on
patow Also, monkey-sock dots w red
h**rt eyas and rsd mm Wl ship
362-7988.

tPRBIO BREAK IN DAYTONA
Why pay S209 whan you can
pay or*/ S189? Party MM
Campus Marketing No Haeetoewel a greel time' Cat
Shan 362-8361 on Tuesdays
3 00-5.00 or Fridays 2:30-4:30
Baaoona tor ANY occaaion
Tha neSOpnman
362-8081
Say "I LOVE YOU"
with Baaoona The BaaMnman
362-8081

Help neadsd Waitresses Must be
21 Also taking appscatlons tor other
bar positions Apply m parson after 6
pm at Buttons. Rt 25 PerrysDurg
AIRLINES HIRING1 STEWARDESSES. Rsservatlonlsts! $1439.000 Worldwide' CM for Directory. Quid*. Newsletter
1(916)

944-4440 X.
CRUISESHIPS HIRINQI
$1830.0001 Carrtbean. Haws.. World
CM tor Guide. Directory. Newsletter
1-1918)944-4440.
Reserve Bssebsl Coaching Position
open Ea*t Wood High School. CM
Richard Hackman AD , 833-3811.

Sal Avon
For Mora Information

CM Phyta. 3625833
Order your F-eraonakzed Valentines
Now" 4 slzss 6 Itovors
Al American Cookie Co
126 E Wooatar 352-1787

Wa traaM Hka lo aslcnmi our
aoMaahaarl Neuphylea » ths
House ol tha Hoert. Great tob toMaaj Tha troth*.. M akua* Phi

HELP WANTED
Gymraatkvoalet Instructor, begin./■>
termed dassss Varied schedule,
part-lime mat resume to. Southwest
YMCA2100S Hctsnd-Sytvama Rd
Msumse. OH 43537

Pregnent? Need Help?
CM Emotional Materiel
Pregnency Aid
352-0802. 352-0082

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Trim Down
Camps: Tennis. Dance. Ssmnastica.
WSI. Athletics. NutntionjDietehcs 20
ptua Separate girls and boy*'
camp* 7 waaks CAMP CAMELOT
on Cottga Campuses si Msss..
Perm . No. Corcana. Can Send resume. Uchale Friedman, Director.
847 Hewlett Dr.. No. Woodrnero.
NY. 11581, 518-374-0785

STUOENTS
Apartments I 5 odrm. house. AvM
summer t IM aom'i For more Into
cat Titus Reeky 352-6568 btwn 1 t
5pm

Part-lime kyfloratory ladinioan tor
iiawra.ectieehaaarv3ccaBrig.iab
Job invotvae physical toaang. appacaton leeang. weighing ind mixing
atxxelory balcnea ol production and
experimental products Previous experience not required we wl train
Appecartta ehould have a good math
and chemistry background A math
and chemktfry tssl w* be given. Job
requ.es a minimum ol 20 hour, par
wee*, hour* can be scheduled
around data schedule. Monday
through Friday. 7:00 AM • 4:30 PM.
SMrtng wag*: $360 par hour.
CM 241-8260

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LARGE VARIETY TO
LEASE EVERYONE. BUT RENTAL
ARE GOrNG FAST. CALL FOR
RENTAL BROCHURI SM ||||

CARTY RENTALS
Apt* Hooma-Houtaa
AINearCampua
g 12 month and
Summer Lessee
Uabng A aatOI.
352-7385 or 352-5556

FOR SALE
1979 Subaru Station Wagon, exec
cond . mutt Ml. 5 sp. front wheel
drive. AC. Ex. mpg $2876 1-6271476
For Saw ravXarrvchi 480 slsrso caatetle deck On* year ok), mint conation, metal capable CvtgUnaty coal
$450. Asking $275 364-2839
LEAVING PLANET-—MUST SELL:
DRUM SET-PREMIER 5 PC. WHITE
EPOXY FINISH W/CASES $675
AQUARIUM-1OGAL
COMPLETE
S46. SCUBA GEAR-USD DIVEMASTER I PRESSURE/DEPTH
GUAGLSI20 TIRES—GOOD YEAR
STEEL BELTED RAOIALS 14" ER78
$20.EA. MANUAL TYPEWRfTERJ.C. PENNEY WfCASE $20 WILL
NEGOTIATE' 352-1232.

THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
At conditioned, tuiy c*rp*kM. cabkl
vkaon. effldanclaa. laundry lacttlea
Now toaslng lor summer t IM.
451 ThurttmAve 352-5436.
2 bedroom newly lumlshed apt*.
Now ranting tor '84-85 FREE satena TV CM 352-2863
NOW RENTING FAIL 1984
t I 2 SEMESTER LEASES
luty turn, erlic w color TV
cable, al utl paid
OUCT ATMOSPHERE
364-3182. 12-4 weekdeya
352-1620 ANYTIME

ROYCE C B.-40 CHNL ANL S PA
SWITCHES. LEVEL METER. R.F..
SQUELCH. MIKE I WIRING CALL 21754

Houses! apartments,
doe* to campus tor '84-85 school
year 1-267-3341.

3 F. Roommates needed to sub-lease
houaa In tot CM 372-3816

OXal Smoking w/Hypno**
382-8777

WANTED: THOtE It STUOENTS
NEEDING IA «0S LEAVE YOUR
NAME * NUMBER 4 I'll BE IN
TOUCH. PAUL 352-73M OCMI
2111.

Thursday Night Al
BRATHAUS
PHcnart. Schnapps, and
Bsar of tha t*oht
Tons. UMBaar

Need 1 M. atudent lo subleeae s 2nd
st apt tor tha remainder ol tha

Mmeakw CM 362-7976

SPANISH CONVERSATION HOUR
Evary Thursday 8:00-9:00
MARK'S PIZZA

Th* Brotnsf. ol DELTA TAU DELTA
would *u to congaMuMa TOM
HARDY and FATTY SWEENEY on
twk Bat bmtirtig.

Need to outlet turn, apt tor summer
term For 1 or 2 people $290'mth
kidudee ual CM alter 9 pm 3528128.

Mature P. nonsmoking to dog all In
my apt <i the Vaage loi smM dachaound. March 18-25. Good pay. Ph
352-8810 aWar 3:30.

FOR RENT

Majaaa in raryioiis PUZ2LE

r.iMi in
nniiii (iiirir.
UMiii.i
ini-nin nniiii
mini u iniiiirii i r.ii'Nj.i
nun 141:11111 iii.iiniiiii
f»i:ir.*i IIJIIII ni.ii.iiKl
IIMII
imm i in i
I4MIHIII i mi mil Him
r.iui'iri HI.IIIIIH Mum.i
llllll IIMIIIJII in* mil
iiiiuiiriiiii
Hill i
linn, in uiiii.il I.I i
IIKIIII III lll.ll'lll
IIJII
unmi i iiiimmi'i in11
i n urn in II nr i HInIIi
llllllll
IMIIH
Hi IT I

One bdrm. turn apt. across from
wmdmi utt kid $275imo
no
pars, deposit, lamed, occup 8333768.
2 bdrm turn apt central ak. heat for
. lor female non-smokers FM 19849/mo lease, upper $320 & utl-Lower
$340 » UN No children or pats.
Deposit Roq'd 353-0045, Mon-Frt
8:30-4-30 tor spot
Smnh/Bogga RentalHouses t Apts tor '84-85 school
year. 362-9457 between 12-4 or
352-8917 after 8.
1 I 2 bdrm apt* 1 house*
Ctose to campus
CM 352 7454 belore 5 p m
Naad 1 M. student tor apt
campus Reeaonable oiler.
362-7385

#&

near

■&&

NOW RENTING FOR 1984-85
SCHOOL YR 2 BDRM FURN APT
HEAT. SEWAGE. WATER > CABLE
TV PAD BY OWNER $585 00 PER
SEMESTER PER PERSON WITH 4
PEOPLE
CALL 382-7182 BETWEEN 3-7 PM. ASK FOR RICH
V,

Houaa.

V, t*

from campua

8526/mo 352 6992.

Now call it quits.

2 bdrm H houaa aval $380 Close
lo campus 352-6992.
STUDENTS
Apartments and 6 Bedroom houaa
avaakbte summer and (M terme. For
more into CM Flue Reeky 352-8566
i 1 and 5 om.

i AnvMrtcan HtMrt
'Association

V*

vvEWHGHIlNGKDPvOUPUFf

BEAT THE BACK TO SCHOOL BLUES i
With WFAL
♦

I

X

♦
FREE BUS RIDEj

DRINK SPECIALS

FEBRUARY 9th
Buses leave the Union Oval at:

BeYTriTJRSDAYNlGHTl
Pitchers, Schnapps,
and Bottle of the Nite!!
Tonight: Miller Lite
All night long!

800

Q46

93o&10i8

PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ON ♦
THEBUSFROM^^^^ t

W
NAT)ONAL
OHIO

CkRO

i

The Ohio Army National Guard cordially i nvitesyou and your guests
to attend an Open Hoi ise at the Napo leon and Bowling Green
armories from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m. Repi resentatives from the Ohio
Army National Guard, Ox vens Technical Ct tllege and the Army ROTC
from Bowling Green Stan ? University will 1 ie available for career and
financial aid counseling:
February 12, 198' i
COMPA1 SY B, (-DET 1 >, 1.148th
INFA NTRY BATTA LION
212 EAS T WOOSTER STREET
BOWLIN G GREEN, OF DO 43402
•FIN> uNCIAL AID COUNS BLINO
• CAREER COUNSE LINO • DISPLAY A DEMONSTRATIONS

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
IS
20
21
24

ACROSS
Musi
Vocalist
Kind ol dr**m
OnawholMdi
thtvray
SMpshap*
"
upl"
inSoho
Slon* monuman!
V«r.
Part ol MIT
Nochtrrj*)
Go with dispatch
Small chtnflt
Glois

52
55
56
57
59
60
61
62
63
64

26 RuHK'truNI

27 Chopped up
2»F«J
30CHyolNEN««d«
31 Htlmllgur*
36 Sltmast rrvMsurt
37 Glossy mattflals
39 Upward: Prefix
40 01 bolh ayat
42 River tl Pit*
43 PortugiMMloHt
song
44 Household itam
46 Civilian clolhas
48
tuzattt
50 Tall Itlts

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Scotttoa
NamalOf Athana
Saint sites
Aa a total
High laka
Pictrdy
department
Small amountt
Replied, lor short
Words ol
negation
One ol Nell's
cousins

DOWN
Quiet!
Town ftmous
(or win*
Kind ol coat
Aviv
Diviner
Cons
Hanger-on

8 Direction taken
9 ". .you do right,
Ilka some
do
10 Arctic birds
11 Sal* Hem
notation: Abbr

12
13
22
23
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
37
38
41
42
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
58

Smooth leathers
Scrutinized
Covered up
Closes In
Cry ol discovery
Rosemary, lor one,
Jal
Will ol "The
Waltons"
Normandy town
Bag or ball
Cloud lormatlon
Boltyn
Time ol day
Orders lo felines
Try tor* role
Casual, at
manner
Exist
Prop lor Palmer
down
"La Scala"
locale
Consumers
Topknot
Starts the day
Morgana
Medley
High: Comb,
lorm
Other
pros

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
■
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